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Semiconductors! There's more of
available thru your Zenith
distributor than ever before. More
semiconductors, more linear ICs,
more digital ICs.
Actually, your Zenith distributor
can provide you with more Zenith
exact replacement semiconductors
than ever before...and more
Zenith Universal Semiconductors
covering the most popular types
in the entire consumer electronics
industry.
More cross references, more line
items, more support data, too. All
backed by a name renowned for
product performance and reliability!
And they're all available to you,
easy to order in a unique, one
numbering system format.
Check with your Zenith distributor's Parts & Accessories Sales
Manager. He's there, at your
Zenith distributor's, waiting to tell
you about his new deal on Zenith
Universal Semiconductors!
Call now. Don't keep your Zenith
Parts & Accessories Sales Manager

andthem
,

-

waiting!

ENirm
The quality goes in before the name goes

on:

For your own reputation
and in your customers' best
interes4 always specify Zenith
Exact Replacement Parts and
Accessories.

Fast fix facts
011'11

service faster and your busi-

ess will run smoother with Sams
PHOTOFACT? QUICKFACTSTM

and COMPUTERFACTSTM service data.
Sams service data is always accurate
and up-to-date. While most manufacturers make their schematics
from a prototype, Sams draws
its information from the end -

Sams service data features Sams
exclusive GridTraceTM and CircuiTrace®
photo -diagrams. It's also standardized.
That means product components are
always represented in the same location
on the schematic. So it doesn't matter
a SAMS

QUICKFACTS

product. The result: what you see
in the schematic is exactly what
you see in the product.

which brand you're servicing. One look
at Sams service data and you'll know how
to fix it.
Get the facts. Get Sams service data.
You'll save time, service more. And that's
money in the bank. To order, contact your
local Sams representative. Or call our
toll-free number and ask for Operator 146.

800 -428 -SAMS
In Indiana, call 317-298-5566

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46268
Circle (21) on Reply Card
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Build this
telephone tester

Analyzing the
Sylvania Superset Two,
part six

By Joseph T. Szumowski,
CET
In one afternoon, build

By Carl Babcoke, CET
In his final estimation of

equipment to check Touch Tone outputs and provide
ringing voltage to test the
ringer. New technologies
reduce costs.

this multicapability TV
receiver, the author
describes its stereo audio
system in detail.
Unfortunately, no stereo
broadcast was available
from local TV stations for
evaluation of stereo
broadcast reception.

44

TV signals around the

world: today, tomorrow
By Carl Bentz, TV Technical

18

What do you know about
electronics? Know your

enemy-Noise
By Sam Wilson
"Keep it cool " could be the

admonition to anyone
concerned about unwelcome
noise introduced into a
system whenever, for
example, resistors are
connected across an input
to the amplifier. Read how
noise temperature is a
modifying factor.

22

Editor
"User -unfriendly" might
describe the world's three
major TV transmission
systems that, today, are
both technically and
politically incompatible.

Here's "how to" from a
microcomputer expert who
advises that most of the
consumer electronic

products that technicians
repair are more complex
than computers.

transfer their logical approach to
computer repair. (Photo courtesy of
Apple Computer, Inc.)

Test your electronic
knowledge
By Sam Wilson
Review time! When did you

last think of a bootstrap
circuit, and which devices
falsely prevent false
triggering of an SCR in an
inductive circuit? Answers
are on page 60.

Departments:
3
4
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52
54
57
58
59
60
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The circuitry of this personal computer
is less complex than that of most
televisions. TV technicians easily

56

1

By Bud lzen, CET/CSM

2

5,

38
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Because Osae Kamada, Hitachi chief
engineer, theorized that the number of
crystal boundaries in copper cable
correlated to imperfect sound repro-

duction,

linear-crystal/oxygen-free

audio-visual cable has been introduced.

Technology
New audio -video cable
promises superior
reproduction quality
So many exciting things have
been happening in consumer

electronics: microcomputers in
all kinds of products, stereo
audio for television, compact
digital audio discs to name a
few. But there are some areas
of electronics that seem so
ordinary, so pedestrian, that
you don't expect to see
announcements of
advancements or
breakthroughs.
What, for example, could be
more ordinary than the copper
wire that connects a stereo
amplifier to the speakers, or for
that matter, the shielded cable
that connects the turntable or
tape deck to the pre -amp.
mean, there's not much chance
of seeing any advances in that,
is there? Wrong.
I

LC-OFC
video cables.

A new cable using linearcrystal/oxygen-free copper (LCOFC), a recent breakthrough in
audio -video technology, recently
has been introduced by Hitachi
Cable, Inc. Linear -crystal cable
provides dramatically lower distortion and reduced signal loss com-

pared to conventional cable, claims
the manufacturer. One Japanese
critic is said to proclaim that using
the new cable makes a difference
equivalent to upgrading a full level
in loudspeaker quality.
Developed by Hitachi engineers
in Japan, LC-OFC cable makes use
of recent research on the crystals
found in the copper used to make
electrical cable. Scientists suspected that a major source of distortion and signal loss lay in the

boundaries between crystals,

which act as a gap the electrical
impulses have to cross. One way to

minimize the problem, they reasoned, was simply to reduce the
number of crystals.
To do this, they developed a
technique that produces oversize
copper crystals called, logically
enough, giant crystals. Then they
devised an extrusion process that
stretches the giant crystals until
they're thousands of times longer
than usual.

What results are linear-crystals
(LC). Whereas ordinary copper
cable might have 50,000 crystal
boundaries per meter, LC cable has
only 20. Fewer boundaries for a signal to cross, according to the manu-

facturer, means less distortion.

LC-OFC cable also makes use of
a purer grade of copper, known as
oxygen free copper (OFC). Ordinary copper contains an impurity called copper oxide. This forms

barriers between the copper

crystals, making distortion and
signal loss even worse. Oxygenfree copper contains only one hundredth the amount of oxygen
that ordinary copper has.
Another improvement incorporated into LC-OFC cable is
elasto memory conductor. Electrical energy sets off tiny vibrations when it passes through a
cable. These vibrations can drain
off signal energy and cause distortion. To prevent this, each linear
crystal cable is tightly wrapped in
polyolefin memory tape, dampening any vibration.
LC-OFC cable is said to be particularly effective when used to
connect all the components in a
stereo or video system, not just the
speakers. Using LC-OFC just to
connect the amplifier with a tape
deck makes a noticeable difference, proponents say.
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Editorial
One small step, one giant leap
The history of electricity and electronics includes
a lot of experimentation with new materials: improving existing materials and finding new materials to do the job. For example, in the early days,
much of the insulation was Bakelite, glass, varnished fabric, paper. As the technology advanced,
thermoplastics began to take on many of the insulation tasks. Experimentation with germanium and
silicon led to the revolution that replaced vacuum
tubes in electronic circuits with far more reliable
solid-state components. Work with phenolic resins
resulted in printed circuit boards, changing the way
wiring is handled in many instances. Even the formulation of recording tapes has changed and now
consumers have a wide choice of tape types to
choose from for various types of recording. Light emitting diodes and liquid crystals have changed the
way information about the status of an electronics
product is displayed.
Recently two developments were announced that
are destined, each in its own way, to change the
world of electronics. One of these developments is in
an area that seems so pedestrian that you wouldn't
expect to see significant innovation at this point,
and the other is so advanced it's almost unbelievable.
Well, who would have thought they'd improve on
cables for stereo? I mean, wire's wire, right? Apparently not, as revealed in an article in the
Technology department in this month's ES&T.
Metallurgists have recently studied the structure of
the copper used in ordinary copper wire and found

ELGOTRONIO
Serveing 8 Technology

that its characteristics could be improved. They
found a way to remove all of the oxygen, existing in
the wire in the form of copper oxide, that interferes with the transmission of the audio signal.
They also have managed to increase the size greatly
of the individual copper crystals in the wire. This
reduces the number of crystals in the wire accordingly, reducing the number of crystal -to -crystal
transitions that the signal must make. The net result
of all this, claims the manufacturer, is an improvement in audio' system performance equivalent to one
level of upgrade of components.
In contrast to this already commercially available
technological advance, another advance in materials
technology still in the earliest stages is molecular
electronics. According to a newsletter published by
"Boardroom Reports," this marriage of electronics
and biotechnology will use tiny organic molecules as
components in extremely fast, minuscule electronic
circuits. The newsletter implies that the future
fruits of this new technology could include supercomputers the size of a paperback novel, truly intelligent robot systems and electronic vision for the
blind. According to the newsletter "even skeptics
can envision commercial produets on the market in
two to five years."
Thus is progress made in the field of electronics: a
minor innovation here, an incredible breakthrough

there.
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Ultra wide viewing angle,
rear projection TV screen
An ultrawide viewing angle, low

shift screen has been
developed. Other significant features are high resolution capability
and good contrast in ambient light.

tests confirmed the computer program's predictions of ultrawide
angle light distribution and

color

The screen is composed of a lenticular array with contiguous black
stripes, a bulk diffuser and a
Fresnel lens.
Most rear projection TV (PTV)
systems use a 2 -piece screen in
which the front piece incorporates
a linear lenticular array that distributes light horizontally, and an
array of black stripes that increase
the image contrast by reducing the
ambient room light reflections.
The lenticular array is on the inside surface on the front piece and
the black stripes are on the outside
surface. The registration between
the black stripes and the lenticular
array must be controlled with high
accuracy so that the TV picture is
unaffected by the presence of the
stripes. The rear piece of the
screen is composed of a Fresnel
lens that directs the light toward
the viewing audience and a diffuser that is incorporated into
the screen for vertical spreading.
Thé amount of horizontal and vertical spreading defines the dimensions of the audience space.
Although the optical performance of these PTV screens is
adequate, with the Fresnel lens it
has been improved in terms of the
size of the audience space, color
shift and resolution.

00

O

minimal color shift.

Black stripes

AUDIENCE
SPACE

Novel approaches to applying

the black stripes have been

Figure 1. PTV with conventional black
stripe screen.

developed and used to manufacture prototype screens. Demonstrations show that the stripes improve contrast without affecting
light distribution. The stripes are
durable and can be cleaned.

Diffuser

Figure 2. PTV with ultrawide viewing
angle screen.

There are two types of diffusers;
diffusers formed on a surface and
diffusers incorporated within the
bulk material. Bulk diffusers are
used in the new screen because
they yield higher resolution. A
method of analyzing bulk diffusers
was developed so that they could
be designed for high efficiency and
resolution.

Fresnel lens
The performance of Fresnel
lenses of different configurations
was studied with the use of a computer model. A configuration was
chosen that yields high efficiency
and good off-axis performance.
The facets of the Fresnel lens were
designed to eliminate artifacts
that result from the Fresnel lens
being illuminated by three CRTs
(two of which are off-axis).

Lenticular array
A computer program was written to predict the optical performance of different lenticular profiles. The program predicts light

Figure 3. Schematic of ultrawide viewing
angle screen.

distribution and color shift. An optimal lenticular profile was designed that is based on reflective/refractive optics. Due to total
internal reflection, the side portions of each lenticular element
reflects light away from contiguous black stripes and toward
the tip of the element. Because of

the shape of the tip, the light is
refracted into the viewing area at
very high angles. Large plastic
models of individual elements
were constructed. The lenticular
shape that produced the best
results was manufactured with a
pitch of 0.3mm. Experimental

Overall screen considerations
Because two of the surfaces of
the screen are planar, the screen
could be redesigned as a 1- piece
screen. This would significantly
reduce the corner illuminations.
The most important attributes of
this new rear projection TV screen
are the perception of uniform
brightness and minimal color shift
throughout the 180° horizontal
viewing angle.
This article was based on a paper
presented by engineers of North
American Philips Corporation.
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Analyzing
the Sylvania Superset Two
By Carl Babcoke, CET

Solid-state switching of input stereo signals, electronic volume,
balance, bass and treble controls using dc voltages, and details of the stereo power
amplifiers with muting are some of the subjects discussed
in this last article of the series.
We waited until the last minute
to cover the stereo -audio system in
Sylvania Superset Two (lower left)
model RXS198WA with 19C403AA chassis, in the hope that
television stereo audio could be

shoppers are reluctant to
spend a larger amount for a television with a stereo decoder when
none of the stations are broadcasting stereo in their area. Of
course, owners of stereo VCRs
now can begin to use the new

TV

external stereo audio or the internally produced TV stereo audio as
input signals for the internal
amplifiers and their speakers. On

the audio-video/input-output

board, the switching voltages at
J23-1 and J23-2 are the same as
stereo -ready receiver/monitors the video -switching control volt(that have incoming video and ages described in part five, Ocaudio jacks) to watch many taped tober 1985 ES&T. These high and
movies with stereo sound, without low switching voltages come from
waiting for reluctant local stations the A -V on/off switch under the
front -panel door. When one voltto modernize.
This final article of the series ex- age is high (about + 12V) the other
amines the Sylvania Superset Two is zero and vice versa.
Four RCA -type female phono
stereo audio system in detail.
sockets for the audio in and out
signals are located on the jack
In/out audio switching
A switching -type integrated cir- panel (top, left). When convencuit (IC1 in Figure 1) selects either tional TV audio is selected by the
A/V switch, the left-channel TV
audio enters the audio-video/inputoutput (AVIO) board at cable plug
PD2-3, while the right-channel TV
audio enters at PD2-5.
The out position of the A -V
push-button places a + 12V high at
J23-2 that closes IC1 internal
switches A and D, allowing TV
sound to reach Q22 and Q24, the
audio emitter followers. Output
signals from the Q22 and Q24
emitters are sent through J201-3
and J201-6 to the power amplifier
(Figure 2).
Simultaneously, the zero -voltage
low at J23-1 opens IC1 internal
switches B and C, thus preventing
any sound (or hum and noise)
entering the left and right audio
input jacks J4 and J6 from reachSylvania Superset -Two model RXS198WA (with a 19C4-03AA chassis) is a coloring Q22 and Q24.
videocassette
for
connecting
RF
switching
panel
and
a
jack
TV/monitor with
When the AV -I/O switch under
recorders, audiocassette recorders, video games and other accessories. Audio from
these external sources can be reproduced in stereo when connected to the receiver the panel door is pushed in to the
by shielded cables. A decoder is included to provide stereo sound for TV programs
A/V position, the J23-2 low opens
that are broadcast In stereo. The two speakers are not attached to the cabinet, but
IC1 internal switches A and D,
are
pushed,
buttons
When
proper
they can be placed wherever the customer desires.
preventing the receiver's audio
the time and the TV channel in use are displayed in the picture.

heard and evaluated. Unfortunately, no stereo TV audio has been
broadcast as yet in this area. The
changeover to stereo at the stations is extensive and expensive,
involving not only replacement of
audio switching and mixing facilities but also complete replacement of the aural (sound) transmitter in some cases. Understandably, the stations are reluctant to
pay such a high price until the
number of stereo TV receivers has
increased. On the other hand,
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signals from reaching Q22, Q24
and the power amplifier.
At the same time, the J23-2 high
closes IC1 internal switches B and
C, feeding any audio signals at input jacks J4 and J6 to Q22 and
Q24, where they eventually are
heard in the stereo speakers.
In other words, IC1 has four

A gain control is provided on the
jack panel for control of the external video signal entering J2 (see
part five, October), and dual gain
control (see Figure 1) is included to
control the right and left audio input signals entering at J4 and
J6. The dual control should be
turned fully clockwise (maximum
volume) for most input signals,
such as those from VCRs and
audiocassette decks. However,
some compact audiodisc players
have up to 2V rms of output signal.
This is more than double the usual

single-pole/solid-state switches
that are wired externally so they
act as two single-pole/doublethrow switches to select which two
audio inputs are heard, and which
two are blocked.

J3
LEFT TV AUDIO OUTPUT

level of other accessories, so if
overload distortion is heard,
reduce the adjustment of VR4, the
input-level audio control.

Audio for external uses
In Figure 1, notice that the TV
stereo sound signals entering at
PD2-3 and PD2-5 also are connected directly to J3 and J5 TV
audio -output jacks. Therefore,
television stereo or monaural
sound is available from J3 and J5
at all times when the receiver is
turned on and the tuner has been

+12V
AMP

022

PD2-3
LEFT TV SOUND
FROM
STEREO DECODER

R49

C12

1000

0.1

+5.5V
10

C18
10pF

R52
R48

R50

1M

1M

J201-3
LEFT AUDIO OUTPUT

120K

R54
5100

+6V

J4

R55
1000

LEFT AUX AUDIO INPUT

R56
+6V

1M

C14
0.1

V

+12V
RIGHT AUX AUDIO

J6
INPUT

R69
1000

AMP
024

C22

0.1

+5.5V
4

C26

R70

R66

1M

120K

10pF

J201-6
RIGHT AUDIO OUTPUT

R68
5100

J5
RIGHT TV AUDIO OUTPUT
+6V

R64

+6V

1M

PD2-S
RIGHT TV SOUND
FROM
STEREO DECODER

R63
1000

C20
0.1

45.5V
9

R62

319e7o4C69oW0

+12V

1M

l7OdTá4®Ell

+24V
Z6
12V

E
s

R5B
10K

C28

C30,
IPF¡J

IpFJ

11

R74
1000

J23-2

6V

R60
10K

C27Y
10pF

+12VCHIGH]
FOR TV SOUND
COV FOP AUX]

R76

1000
J23-1

OV FOR TV SOUND
OR
+12V FOR AUX EXT SOUND

STVRKO AUDIO SWITCHING
Figure

1. Solid-state switches inside IC1 select stereo -TV audio or external stereo audio and send those signals via buffer transistors to the power amplifiers. Switching operates according to the dc voltages at J23-1 and J23.2. Notice that the audio from
the TV tuner, IFs and detector always is available at output jacks J4 and J6. Dual gain -control VR4 allows external audio signals
that are too high in amplitude to be reduced as needed.
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RED OPEN LIGHT means the emitter circuit of the horiz output stage
is open (no ground path).

THE MARK III

HV CIRCUIT SCANNER
*
*
*
*
*
*

Checks the horiz output circuit for open / shorts,
Checks the flyback, yoke, PC, and HV mult,
Checks all scan derived B + sources,
Checks all circuits that rely on scan derived B+ voltage,
Checks for open safety capacitor,
Checks the emitter circuit of the horiz output,

THEN,

*
*

Provided the green normal light is lit, the Mark III will safely power
up the TV set so that you can "look" for open circuits by examining
the picture on the CRT.
Circumvents all start up and horiz drive related shut down circuits.

APPLICATIONS:

The Mark Ill will analyze the horiz, flyback, hivoltage, scan derived B + sources, yoke, pin cushion, HV multiplier circuits in any TV set that employs either an NPN transistor or a single
SCR for its horiz output device. This applies to any age, any model, any
chassis, any brand - - - including Sony.

"test" function scans for shorts, the "run" function
permits you to observe any "open" circuits via the symptoms that appear in the CRT screen.
In brief, the

YELLOW SHORT LIGHT means the flyback primary, HV multiplier,
vertical output, horiz driver, and R -B-G color output stages are not
shorted. Instead, a circuit that normally draws a small amount of current is shorted (i.e. the tuner, IF, AGC, video chroma, matrix, vertical or
horiz oscillator).
RED SHORT LIGHT means either the flyback, the HV multiplier, the
vertical output, horiz driver or one of the RB-G output transistors is
shorted.
GREEN NORMAL LIGHT means the TV set's entire flyback circuit is
totally free of shorts. It also means that it is safe to power up the TV set
with the "run" button so that you can look for open circuits by observing the symptoms on the CRT screen.

FEATURES: All start up circuits and all horiz drive related shut down
circuits are automatically circumvented by the Mark III during all test
and run functions. During the test function all flyback secondary output
is limited to approx 80% of normal. 2nd anode voltage is limited to approx 5 KV.
This means all circuits that are not shorted will have some 80% of their
normal B + voltage during the "test" phase.- It also means that any
shorted circuit will have zero DC volts on it. This feature makes any
short easy to isolate.

The MARK Ill sells for only $59500
HOOK UP: Simply remove the set's horiz output device and replace
it with the scanner's interface plug. No wires to disconnect, no other
connections required (not even a ground connection).
MISTAKE PROOF: No damage will result if an error is made during
hook up. The scanner simply won't turn on until the error is corrected.

Just one of the four lights will lite.

PUSH THE TEST BUTTON
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The money you are now spending for unnecessary
flybacks alone will easily pay for your Mark Ill. Why

not order yours today!

Visa and Mastercharge Welcome

!

Amarillo, TX 79110
6661 Canyon Drive "F"
Diehl Engineering
Phone: (806) 359-0329 or (806) 359-1824

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks
Checks

the horiz output stage for opens / shorts,
flyback, yoke, PC, and HV mull,
all scan derived B+ sources,
for open safety capacitors
for open ground path for horiz output stage
for open primary LV supply,
for error in interface connections,
for proper LV regulation,
for proper start up circuit operation,
for shorted horiz driver transistor,
the operation of the horiz osc / driver circuits,
B + "run" supply for the horiz osc / driver circuits,
all circuits in the TV set that rely on scan derived B
Automatically circumvents all start up circuits and horiz drive
related shut down circuits.

HOOK UP: (Identical to Mark Ill)
OPERATION: Turn the Mark V on, turn the TV set on, then, simply look

READ THE DC VOLTAGE METER THEN,

PUSH THE TEST BUTTON
meter comes up to, or, falls back to, factory specified DC collector voltage, the LV regulator circuit is working. If it fails to do so, it is not
working!
If the

RED "B+ RUN" LIGHT means that the B+ source that normally
keeps the horiz osc / driver circuits running after the start up B + pulse
has been consumed has become open.

GREEN "B + RUN" LIGHT means that the B + resupply voltage
(scan derived) is being provided. All is normal if all three lights are now
green.
The scan circuit short detector in the Mark V is identical in all ways to
that which is used in the Mark Ill. Operation is also identical. Both units
are virtually indestructable when simple directions are followed. Both
units carry a full year's warranty against defects in materials and
workmanship (parts and labor). Either unit can be easily repaired by
almost any technician in his own shop.

at the lights.

RED "HOOK UP" LIGHT means that you have made an error in hook
damage has been done, correct the problem then continue.

up. No

RED "EMITTER" LIGHT means that the ground path for horiz output
stage is open. Correct the problem then continue.

RED "B + OPEN" LIGHT means that the primary LV supply in the TV
set is open. Correct the problem then continue.
No

"top row lights" equals normal.

Look at the middle row of lights
RED "START UP" LIGHT means that the start up circuit in the TV set
is not working (no start up pulse).
GREEN "START UP" LIGHT means the start up circuit in the TV set is
working normally. Yes, it is 100% accurate. Even on Zenith's single
pulse start up circuit
RED "HORIZ DRIVE" LIGHT with a green start up light means that
the horiz driver transistor in the TV is shorted (E to C).
GREEN HORIZ DRIVE LIGHT means that the horiz oscillator and
driver circuits are operational.

If the green "circuits clear" light is now lit
It is now safe to push the "run" button and examine the symptoms that
appear on the CRT screen, for the purpose of isolating any "open" circuits.

Except for hook up and CRT filament warm up time. this test can easily
be completed in two to five seconds!

The Mark V sells for only $99500
Stop losing money on start up /shut down scan
derived B + problems; order your Mark V today!

Visa and Mastercharge Welcome

!

6661 Canyon Drive "F
Amarillo. TX 79110
Phone (806) 359-0329, or (806) 359-1824

Dieni Engineering
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AVIO board are sent through

RCA -type female sockets of the jack

panel are connected directly to the
audio-video/Input-output board where
the Internal/external switching is performed. Audio signals from the AVIO
board are sent to the power amplifier
board. Location of the power amplifier is
shown by the arrow at left. The center arrow points to the jack panel, and the
right arrow indicates the AVIO board.

adjusted previously to a channel
that has good TV video and audio.
For example, if you have channel
5 tuned in with good picture and
sound, and then operate the A/V
switch under the front -panel door
(lower right) to select external
audio and video, a VCR (or other
source of audio and video) can be
connected to the jack panel. A picture from that video will be on the
screen and the accompanying
stereo sound can be heard through
the Sylvania speakers. But the
channel -5 video still is present at
jack panel J1 while the stereo or
mono TV audio appears at jack
panel J3 and J5. These signals can
be used externally by other equipment, if desired.
Notice that the J3/J5 audio does
not pass through the tone -control
stages or any other function of
IC201. The receiver volume, tone,
balance and muting functions do
not affect the J3/J5 audio. Therefore, there will be a brief burst of
noise each time a new station is
selected because no muting is provided. This is normal.
The stereo power amplifier
Right and left audio outputs
from the switching IC on the
10
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cables to the power -amplifier
board (top, right) that is mounted
on the cabinet wall. The complete
schematic in Figure 2 is remarkably simple in some respects but
complicated in others. Examples
of simplification are the bass, treble and balance controls. These
controls operate by dc voltages applied to IC201, resulting in far fewer components compared to systems based on discrete components. At the other extreme are
switching and muting transistors
whose purposes are obscure.
As shown in the Figure 2 schematic, the right-channel audio
enters at J201-6 and travels to pin
4 of IC201. Between those two
points are an isolation resistor
(R201), a R211/R213 voltage divider to reduce the signal level and a
C209 coupling capacitor. Similarly, the left -channel audio from
J201-1 goes through R200, R212/
R214 and C210 to IC201 pin 15.
FET Q206 is connected between
the right and left audio signals
following R201 and R200. When
the MONO/STEREO/SAP switch
(under the front -panel door) is
moved to the MONO (monaural)
position, OV is applied to the gate
of P -channel J-FET Q-206. This
zero voltage is maximum bias for
Q206 and it produces minimum
resistance inside Q206 between
source and drain, which are connected to the two stereo audio
voltages. Therefore, the J-FET's
low resistance blends both input

steps of dc pulse duty cycle at pin
25 of IC1002 on the tuner -control
board. These pulses are filtered to
obtain pure dc voltage between
zero for minimum volume to
+ 3.8V for maximum volume that
is applied to J201-1, the R234/
R235 voltage divider and the C203
filter capacitor before it reaches
IC201 pin 1 (which is the place to
check the dc voltage if the volume
does not vary properly). Also, the
muting dc voltage is added to this
volume -control voltage on the
tuner -control board during channel changes and when the mute
channel is pressed.
Notice that the balance, bass and
treble controls do not handle audio
signals. Instead, each control supplies an adjustable dc voltage between + 3.7V and zero to a pin of
IC201. No explanations have been
published (to my knowledge) about
this method, but it appears the
capacitors and resistors at IC201
pins 13 and 14, 5 and 6, and 7 and
12 are the resistance/capacitance
components for the various highpass and low-pass filters. Then the
dc voltages from the controls vary
the gains of internal transistors to

produce the response curve

changes. The 0.22µF capacitors
from pins 17, 9, 10 and 16 to
ground are there to remove hum
and horizontal -sweep signals from
the circuit; they have nothing to do
with the tone controls otherwise.

signals together, forming a
monaural signal.

The MONO/STEREO/SAP

switch contacts are open for stereo

and

SAP (separate

audio

program), applying almost + 8V to
the Q206 gate. This is cut-off bias
for the J-FET, producing a virtually open circuit between drain and
source, so the two stereo signals
are not blended, but remain
separate. During SAP operation,
another audio program (brought
on a separate subcarrier) will be
heard from both speakers.
Volume control for both audio
channels is produced by the dc
voltage at IC201 pin 1. Pushbuttons on the remote unit and the
receiver's front panel can be
pressed to increment and decrement a counter that produces 64

November 1985

Location of the MONO/STEREO/SAP
switch under the front -panel door is
shown by the left arrow, while the arrow
at the right points to the audio/video
(A/V) push-button.

ECG IC's

for Zenith

ECG®

"Z" Chassis
Philips ECG has replacement
integrated circuits for the 221175, -179 and -190 in the Zenith
System 3 "Z" chassis. They are
the ECG873, 874 and 875. Just
three of the hundreds of integrated circuits available from
Philips ECG to replace literally
thousands of part numbers. All
are manufactured to meet OEM
specs so you know they fit and
they work.

high voltage triplers from Philips ECG, and these 29 triplers
replace hundreds of part numbers. Six step, five step, with
damper, with resistor-you name
it, Philips has it. For example,
the ECG559 replaces the Zenith
212-148 and the ECG560 replaces
the Zenith 212-147-and only
Philips ECG has replacement
parts for these Zenith types.
Circle

Circle (5) on Reply Card

ECG

Bipolar Transistors

Philips ECG replacement leadership is obvious again. The ECG
29, bipolar transistor, used as
a replacement in the fan motor
control system of Cadillacs, has
been added to the Philips ECG
line. (The ECG29 replaces Delco
part numbers 139DDF and 7391BT). There are 322 other bipolar
transistors in the Philips ECG
line that replace thousands of
other domestic and foreign transistor types.
Circle

ECG RF
°

High Voltage Triplers

You have a choice of 29 types of

(8) on Reply Card

The one thing we make
that you have to
replace every year.

(6) on Reply Card

Power Transistors

Philips ECG power transistors
are the ideal replacement RF
power output devices for fire,
police and taxi radios. They are
suitable for transmitters and
drivers up to 100 Watts RF
power. They cover frequencies
from the 13 to 30 MHz band to
the UHF 806 to 870 MHz band.
Most dealers will be happy to
learn that Philips ECG replacement RF power transistors are
designed to replace units in
Asian and European equipment
as well as domestic types. So, if
it's ECG, it fits and it works...
worldwide. Philips offers a selection of over 65 RF transistors
that replace literally hundreds of
domestic and foreign transistors
in a broad range of frequencies.
Circle (7) on Reply Card

The new and expanded ECG. Semiconductors Master Guide.
Your new Master Guide will be looking
as dog-eared as the old one before long.

Because this year the Master Guide has
been expanded to include more than
400 new products and almost 25,000
new cross references. The Master
Replacement Guide for 1985. 656 pages.
Over 3,500 different ECG devices that
provide replacement coverage for more
than 227,000 industry types. And everything in the book is cross-referenced
so you can find what you're looking for
fast, and be sure it fits. Plus, everything
we make meets or exceeds the original
JEDEC or application specs. So it
Circle

works. It's the only book you'll need.
But you'll need a new one every year.
To get a copy of the new Master
Guide, go to your nearest Philips ECG
distributor. For his name and location,
just call: 1-800-225-8326 (in Mass.,
617-890-6107).

If it's

ECG,

it fits. And it works.

PhilipsECG
A North AmericanPhilips Company

gedscaledla excellence.

(9) on Reply Card
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Several electrolytic capacitors
around IC301 and IC302 have been
omitted from Figure 2 schematic
for simplicity. Use a complete
schematic when servicing the am -
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10K

(1,000µF of C315 and C316) bring
the amplified audio from pin 9 of
each power IC to the speaker (the
other speaker lead is grounded).
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RIGHT

Large coupling capacitors

channel signal first passes through
coupling capacitor C221, then
through R229 (with R301 as the
other half of a 6dB loss pad) and
finally through coupling capacitor
C305 to the IC301 input pin 5.
Other components perform the
same functions for the left -channel
output signal that finally reaches
IC302 pin 5.

Following amplification and
volume-control/muting functions
of both stereo signals, the processed signals emerge from IC201
at pin 8 for the right channel and
pin 11 for the left channel. Between the IC201 pins and the input
pins of the power integrated circuits that drive the speakers are
several components. The right -
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STEREO AUDIO AMPLIFIER
two audio inFigure 2. Amplification is provided by IC201, 10301 and IC302. FET Q206 acts as a switch to connect together the
of
IC301 and IC301 output IC s for
inputs
signal
the
to
ground
switches
act
as
and
0204
FET's
Q203
operation.
for
monaural
puts
is applied.
muting. Transistors Q201 and 0202 provide time delay that limits the muting to the first half -second or so after power
following power-off.
D202 and the + 10V supply act to bleed C224 almost instantly at turn-off, to provide muting immediately
Another type of muting is performed during station selection by the tuner -control circuit. It mutes by adding a voltage to the
volume -control voltage that is brought to IC201 pin 1.
12
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plifier. Do not remove the phase compensation filter at each output
(C317/R307 and C318/R308) during tests because inaudible oscilla ton at an ultrasonic frequency can
be produced.

high collector current through
R222 reduces the Q202 collector
voltage to almost zero (less than
+ 0.1V). Of course, this voltage is
connected to the gates of J-FET's
Q203 and Q204, forcing them to
conduct strongly and thus eliminate all signals, hum, clicks or
Muting circuits
thumps that otherwise might be
Nothing has been written so far there and heard in the speakers.
After sufficient positive voltage
about Q203, Q204, Q201 and Q202
to
do
has
they
have
nothing
built up in timing capacitor
because
with the signal and power ampli- C225, the Q201 base has saturafication. Although Q203 and Q204 tion bias that forces the Q201 colare identified as muting transis- lector to draw a large current that
tors, they have no connection with reduces the collector voltage to
the muting (described previously) almost zero, and with it the Q202
that eliminates noise during sta- base voltage. Without a forward
tion selections. Instead, they are bias at its base, Q202 cannot conpart of a function that removes duct so its collector rises to about
any thumps or pops that otherwise + 7.5V (almost supply voltage).
might occur during power-up and This increases the gate voltage of
power -down times, while Q201 and Q203 and Q204 to cut-off bias. At
Q202 control the time the sound is this time, any audio signals coming
dead at the beginning of power -up. from IC201 will reach the output
Q203 and Q204 J-FETs operate ICs and be heard in the speakers.
No explanation has been made
as shorting switches to connect the
two audio signals to ground when yet for D202 and the + 10V high their gate -to -source voltage is near ripple voltage supply. Neither apzero. When + 7.5V is applied to the pears to have any useful purpose.
two gates, both FETs are cut off These components are added to
and act as open circuits that do not mute the signals to the output ICs
affect the audio signals at their after the receiver is switched off.
The D202 anode is connected to
drains. Those are the two conditions; no in-between conditions are both FET gates, that in turn are
bypassed by a 1µF capacitor and
allowed.
Transistors Q201 and Q202 pro- supplied with do voltage by 220k
vide a near zero gate voltage for R222 from the + 8V supply. ThereQ203 and Q204 (which removes the fore, the long time constant
input signals from the power ICs) prevents any rapid change of gate
for less than one second after ac voltage when the receiver power is
power is switched on. In other switched off.
By contrast, the + 10V supply
words, after the power switch is
pushed, almost a second goes by uses half-wave -rectified power
before any sound can be heard in with minimum filtering via a 10µF
the two speakers. Also, the sound capacitor and only one 1,50051
level rises slowly enough to resistor for a load. The + 10V supeliminate switching clicks. The ef- ply decreases to zero almost instantly when the receiver power is
fect is pleasant to the ear.
This time delay is produced switched off.
Because the + 7.5V gate voltage
primarily by R224 and C225 (with
R226/R225 and the Q201 base cur- decreases slowly while the + 10V
rent draining some current from supply voltage at the cathode of
C225). None of the other base and D202 decreases very rapidly when
collector voltages for Q201 and power is switched off D202 quickly
Q202 are applied gradually, but changes from reverse bias to forrise in step with the power -supply ward bias and its current forms a
low -resistance short between the
voltage.
When power is switched on, the 1,50012 supply bleeder resistor and
Q201 base has zero do voltage, so it C224 (which bypasses the J-FET
is cut off and its collector does not gates). Thus C224 is discharged
affect the base bias of Q202. quickly and the gates voltage
Therefore, Q202 has saturation drops to zero, eliminating all
forward bias, and the resulting thumps, clicks or pops that

Most of the power-amplifier board is
shown, although the bottom is obscured
by cables. The white rectangle at the left
is the heat sink for the output ICs.

originate in stages prior to the output ICs.
Therefore, the Q203/Q204 muting operates to eliminate various
noises during these two times: during the first half-second after
power is switched on; and for a
short time after the ac power is
switched off.

Stereo speakers
Two matching speakers are supplied with Sylvania model RXS198WA. They are not fastened to
the receiver cabinet, but have the

same height and matching walnut
grain as the receiver. Therefore,
they can be placed closely adjacent
to the right and left sides for the
appearance of a wide table model.
Or they can be placed on the floor
or elsewhere within the limits of
the wire (about 9 feet) on each
speaker. Enhanced stereo effect
can be obtained if the speakers are
separated more widely.
Each speaker baffle contains
two 4 -inch woofers and one cone type tweeter (page 14) along with
sufficient fiber glass to dampen
most internal multiple reflections.
The cabinet is sturdy and heavy for
its size with a removable back. A
bass-reflex round vent is placed in
the cabinet's bottom.
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Frequency response of the
speakers was not measured, but
listening tests with sine waves
showed fair bass response down to
nearly 60Hz, which is good for
such small speakers.
Amplifier tests
Power output and frequency
response tests were made on the
two amplifiers, by connecting the
audio generator to the externalaudio input plugs and load
resistors with a decibel meter to
the speaker -output jacks.
Sylvania rates the power output
as 7W per channel. My tests of one
channel at a time showed 8.4W
across 8.30 for one channel and
8W across 8.40 for the other at
400Hz. This exceeding of the
specifications is all the more
unusual if compared to the old
days when all amplifiers having
two 6L6 tubes were rated at 35W,
although most of them checked out
at 18W to 21W on sine waves
before clipping!
Two woofers of about 4-inch diameter and a cone -type tweeter are in each speake
cabinet. (A) when the back is removed, nothing can be seen except the fiberglass
batting that minimizes internal sound reflections. (B) With the fiber glass removed,
the three speakers can be seen inside the cabinet.
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For the balance, bass and treble controls, neutral position is obtained with the dent
in the bar knob vertically aligned with the black calibration line above it. Operations
of the bass and treble controls are critical around the center or neutral position
because the controls do not have a center tap on the element. Instead, it appears the
boost and cut operations are in opposition at the center, making the point of
cancellation very critical.
14
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Frequency responses were

tested very extensively because
this was the first circuit I had examined that used do voltages to
produce changes of frequency
response. Table 1, page 15, shows
frequency response listings for six
different adjustments of the tone
and volume controls. These three
controls are not center -tapped, so
it is difficult to find the precise
center of each one's operation. For
example, the bass potentiomenter
gives bass increase (boost) when
moved to the right from the center
position, or bass decrease (cut)
when moved to the left from the
center (see lower left). But the
point giving flattest response is
very difficult to find. Deviations of
only 1/6 -inch change the response
enough to show on a dB meter
reading, while moving the bar
knob 1/4 -inch changes the response
noticeably to my ear.
Another discovery from the
measurements was that the circuit
partially corrects the FletcherMunson equal -loudness contours.
When the amplitude of music or
multifrequency sounds is decreased, human ears become less
sensitive to the bass frequencies
and somewhat less sensitive to the
extreme treble frequencies. The

ALL READINGS IN DECIBELS
Frequencies

Low Gain

High Gain HF
HF
Bass Bass
Down Boost Down Boost

for Fletcher for Flat
Munson

20Hz

-1

-8.4

-8.5

-8.4

-38

+6

40Hz

+7

-0.9

-1.1

+0.9

-31

+16

60Hz

+9

+1.5

+1.4

+1.4

-22

+17.4

80Hz

+9

+2.0

+1.9

+2.1

-17.4 +14.8

100Hz

+8.1

+2.2

+2.1

+2.2

-14

+ 12.4

200Hz

+4.6

+1.6

+1.6

+1.8

-7.8

+6.8

400Hz

+1.8

+0.6

+0.6

+0.6

-3.5

+2.6

1000Hz

+0.2

+0.2

0.5

+0.4

-0.8

+0.6

2kHz

0

+ 0.3

- 1.5

+ 1.3

- 0.3

+ 0.2

4kHz

+0.2

+0.4

-4.2

+3.2

+0.2

+0.5

8kHz

+0.2

+0.3

-8.5

+6.6

+0.2

+0.4

12kHz

-0.7

-0.4

-11.3 +7.7

-0.5

-0.4

16kHz

-1.8

-1.2

-13.5 +7.5

-1.5

-1.3

19C4 AUDIO RESPONSES

Table

1.

These are the six frequency response curves according to the test conditions stated.
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performance is excellent. Most
listeners will be satisfied with
what they hear. Only in direct
comparison to the same audio
material (taken from the audiooutput jacks and reproduced over
a good component system with
three-way speakers including a
large woofer) does the Sylvania
audio seem inadequate. Of course,
most customers who buy this type
of TV receiver/monitor do not
want the bother and expense of
adding an external amplifier and
two large speaker cabinets.
To recap, the sound reproduced
by the Sylvania internal amplifiers

and the supplied matching
speakers is pleasant and unob-

trusive, but not outstanding. Extreme treble and low bass below
The top scope trace shows the output at the speaker plug (across an 8Q load
about 80Hz are rolled off to prothe
high,
and
too
resistor) when the amplitude of sine waves at the input jack was
duce a good balance between highs
receiver volume was reduced electronically, causing clipping in the IC201 VCA.
and lows.
There is one important operAt the center is correct symmetrical clipping of positive and negative peaks when
the generator signal was reduced to about 1V rms and the TV electronic volume conating precaution when bringing in
trol was adjusted for excessive gain. This waveform is normal under the cir- audio signals to the J4 and J6
cumstances. The bottom trace shows excellent sine waves obtained from the
audio input jacks. Do not use sigprevious clipped ones by slightly reducing the electronic volume -control gain.
nals having amplitudes above
about 0.8V rms (approximately
20.5dB
a
to
0dB). If you are forced to conmaximum
15.9dB
+
effect becomes more pronounced
as the volume progressively minimum at 60Hz for a total range nect higher amplitude signals,
reduce them carefully with the
becomes weaker. Some hi-fi equip- of 36.4dB.
made
VR4 dual volume control. The
No instrument tests were
ment provides partial correction
operation.
reason for this recommendation is
-control
balance
The
the
of
control.
with a loudness
it
operated
illustrated by the waveforms, top.
showed
tests
Listening
audio
Two
Superset
Sylvania
system gives increasing bass boost smoothly, giving equal volume to IC201 in Figure 2 includes a voltas the volume is decreased with both channels at the center mark, age -controlled amplifier whose
the up/down buttons. At unity and it reduced the other channel to voltage gain is determined by the
gain, a very low volume where the near inaudibility when moved to value of a do control voltage. This
input signal voltage equals the one extreme giving full volume to is done to make the control of
volume easy from the remote speaker voltage, the low frequen- that channel.
control hand unit. However, VCAs
80Hz,
at
+
7dB
cies were boosted
will distort with clipping if the in+ 6.5dB at 60Hz and + 6.1dB at Comments about the audio system
put level is too high and the interlistening
and
Many operating
40Hz. However, no treble boost
this
nal gain is reduced too much in an
on
conducted
were
tests
was measured.
When the up/down buttons were Sylvania Superset Two televi- attempt to reduce the overall level.
used to give higher gain in IC201 sion/monitor. An audiocassette The same problem can occur in
this Fletcher -Munson bass boost deck was connected by two pairs of audiocassette decks and other
was eliminated and the conven- shielded cables. The audio of audio equipment that control the
tional frequency response curves several television programs was volume with push -buttons rather
were made. Adjustments of treble recorded and played back over the than analog controls.
(high frequencies) were moderate. television audio system. Also,
End of the series
Maximum change occurred at several prerecorded music tapes
Part six is the end of the series
16kHz for a boost of + 8.7dB and a were played to evaluate the audio
about Sylvania's RXS198WA remaximum cut of - 12.3dB, for a quality with stereo music.
ceiver and its 19C4-03AA chassis.
and
convenhigh-fidelity
of
Both
total treble adjustment range
VCR
Please write to the editor if you
from
a
sound
tracks
was
tional
boost
the
4kHz
21dB. At
were played through the TV audio have any questions about this
+2.8dB and the cut was -4.6dB.
TV receiver/monitor, or if you
By contrast, the bass control system with good results.
quality
sound
would like similar explanations
to
the
Compared
from
gave a much higher change
of other popular
+ 12.8dB to -19.4 at 80Hz for a of a standard TV receiver, the
UWEIn,
total range of 32.2dB, and a Sylvania Superset Two audio models.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW
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Schematic by Diehl Engineering

How many of these questions

can you answer ?
(1) Every

circuit has

a

diasect it.

beginning and an ending. Where does this

circuit begin ?
(2) Specifically, what is the purpose of this

circuit?

(3) What turns it on ?
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)

(12)
(13)

(14)

What turns it off, or does it ever really turn off ?
Does this circuit have a shut down feature ? If so, which components are involved ?
What would happen if 0103 were to become shorted E to C?
What purpose does Z115 serve ?
What would happen if D114 became shorted ?
What purpose does C126 serve ? What will happen if C126
becomes open ?
Is the winding between terminals 3 and 4 of the flyback a primary
or a secondary winding ?
What purpose does C117 serve ? Exactly what does it do, and
exactly how does it do it ?
Exactly what do resistors R113, 114, 115, 116, and 117 do ?
What happens if they change value ?
What occurs that causes this circuit to produce an initial start up
pulse ?
Why does this entire circuit become shorted and begin to destroy
horiz output transistors if the regulator SCR becomes shorted ?
There is exactly one safe and practical method of circumventing
this LV regulator circuit for test purposes. This technique does
not involve a variac. Instead, you must disconnect one wire then
connect a jumper wire from terminal #4 directly to
Which wire do you disconnect and where do you connect the
other end of your jumper wire ?
If SCR100 is shorted, this circuit will still "eat" horiz output transistors even if you are using a variac. Why ?
Why does this circuit use a floating ground ?

..

(15)
(16)

We publish a monthly magazine called the Technician / Shop Owners
Newsletter. Each month we take a popular circuit and absolutely
Using color coded pictorial schematics such as the one above, we
"map out" every action in the overall sequence of events that must
take place during each and every cycle.

Beginning with the very first "action" in the sequence (which just
happens to be depicted in the above schematic) we explain exactly
what is taking place. We then explain the function of every component
in that portion of the circuit. After explaining the function of each component, we show you how to troubleshoot that particular "action" or
function.

After reading our newsletter on this circuit, you could answer all of the
above questions as fast as anyone could ask them. In fact, you will
then know everything there is to know about this circuit. Including how
to troubleshoot it H
I

Regardless of whether you work on TV sets, stereos, radios or
computers, just having the ability to "diasect" an electronic circuit
(any circuit) is worth a fortune. In reality, "diasecting" is exactly what
our newsletter is designed to teach you.
Because of the manner in which our newsletter is written, the subject
matter that is gained from each monthly issue is so extremely broad
that it will "spill over" into your everyday troubleshooting routine, and
be applied to totally unrelated circuits.
This entire training program sells for only 1194° per year (12 seperate
issues). Virtually every one of our subscribers agree that no other
publication is as informative. By using the attatched order card you
can purhase the first three of fifteen issues for only $29B5. Just these
three issues alone will vastly improve your knowlege of electronics.
For immediate service call your order into us at (806) 359-0329 or
(806) 359-1824.
Diehl Publications, 6661 Canyon Drive Bldg. E, Amarillo, Texas 79110
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When I was very young, I was
told that all of the noise created by
a resistor in a circuit is caused by
electrons bumping into molecules.
By the time I was 25, I was a walking encyclopedia of misinformation. I'm just now starting to get
my head straight. As closely as I
can figure it, by the time I get all
the junk out of my head, I'll only
have three months to work before
I'm 65 years old.
Consider the simple amplifier of
Figure 1. It will, for the purpose of
this discussion, be considered to be
perfect. In other words, it will
amplify the signal, but it will not
add any noise to that signal. The
output power is measured by the
wattmeter (W), so, with no input
signal, there is no output power to
be measured.
This concept of a perfect amplifier is actually used to define noise
measurements. We are not just
playing a game in our minds.
In Figure 2, a resistor has been
connected between the amplifier
input and common. Immediately,
there is output power from the
amplifier. This is strictly noise
power. It is the result of amplifying the noise generated by the
resistor.
There is no current flowing
through the resistor in Figure 2. It
By Sam Wilson is obviously not caused by electrons bumping into anything.
Well, we know what it is not
caused by, so, now let's see where
the noise is coming from. As
shown in the model of Figure 3, at
room temperature there are always some free electrons moving
around in a material. This happens
to be a resistor, but there are free
electrons in all conductor and
semiconductor materials at room
temperature.
At a given temperature, some
materials (metal conductors) have
more electrons moving around
than others (semiconductors). The
motion of the electrons inside the
material is called intrinsic current.
The motion of the electrons is
entirely random. That is an
educated way of saying that even
though there is a motion of elec-
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trons, there is no current flowing
into or out of the resistor.
At any single instant of time,
there must be more electrons flowing in one direction than in the
other direction. At that instant,
there will be a very small voltage
across the resistor. In the next in-

stant, everything will change. In
other words, that small voltage is a
tiny pulse.
Over any period of time, there
will be millions of those tiny
voltage pulses. That is the noise
signal that is being amplified in
Figure 2.

If you raise the temperature of
the resistor, there will be an increase in the intrinsic current, and
an increase in the noise.
Any time you connect a resistor
across the input to an amplifier,
there will be noise introduced into
that amplifier. This noise is

o

Figure
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NOISE

especially troublesome in a system
where the signal has a low amplitude. The reason is that the signalto-noise ratio will be low if the
noise is anywhere near the same
amplitude as the signal.
It is obvious that you must be
very careful when you replace
resistors in certain circuits. If you
replace a film resistor with a carbon resistor, you can introduce
enough additional noise to change
the characteristics of the system.
When you connect an antenna to
a receiver you are going to introduce noise. It is caused by the
antenna resistance. That is one of
the things that makes some antennas perform better than others they introduce less noise.
Any conductor or semiconductor
device that you connect across the
input to a small -signal amplifier
will introduce noise into that amplifier. So, connecting a transducer will cause noise to be injected. Low signal-to-noise ratio!
A world-famous gas man

here and tell you
about a man who became famous
by studying gases. I often wonder
what he told his friends he was doing. His name was Boltzmann.
When you fill a balloon with gas,
it holds its shape because gas
molecules are banging against its
inside surface. If you increase the
temperature of the gas, the energy
of the molecules (and, therefore,
the pressure) increases. The energy
of the molecules is directly related
to the gas temperature.
And when Boltzmann studied
I have to stop

the

relationship

between

temperature and gas molecules, he
discoveréd that electrons and
temperature have the same relationship. He developed a constant
that relates the energy of the
molecules (and electrons) to the
temperature. For obvious reasons
it is called Boltzmann's constant.
Voltage generated by a resistor
You can expect that the amount
of energy of the electrons in carbon (or any material that conducts
electrons) is related to the temperature of that material. In fact,
they are related by Boltzmann's
20
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constant. As you will see, that constant is needed to express the
noise generated by a resistor.
The equation of the amount of
noise power generated by a
resistor is given here:
Pnoise (available) = KTB

where
K is Boltzmann's

constant

the bandwidth
T is the resistor measured in
degrees Kelvin.
B is

The noise voltage is given by:
en,/4KTBR

where K and B have the
same meaning as above

R is the resistance
As an example, if you connect a

lk resistor across the input of an
RF amplifier that has a bandwidth
of 5MHz, the noise injected into
the amplifier will be about 10µV at
room temperature. As you know,
10µV can be an appreciable part of
the total input for an RF amplifier.
The equation for the voltage
shows that the amount of resistor
noise increases if you increase the
temperature, the bandwidth of the
amplifier, or the resistance of the
resistor.
An update on white noise
Older books and articles say that
communications cannot take place
if the amplitude of the noise level is
above the amplitude of the communications signal noise level.
That is no longer true. By using
some very sophisticated statistical
techniques, it is now possible to dig
the desired signal out of the static.
You can buy a test instrument
called a noise generator that produces genuine noise. That isn't as
easy as it sounds. In order for it to
be true white noise, the frequencies and amplitudes of the pulses
must be entirely random. If the
amplifiers in the instrument do not
have a very wide bandwidth, or if
they clip the signal at any point,

then the noise will not be true
white noise.
White noise can be used for
alignment of tuned amplifiers. The
noise is dumped into the input of
the amplifiers and then the
amplifier is tuned for maximum
noise. That, of course, means maximum bandwidth according to the
equation that was given earlier in
this article.
Although resistors could be used
to generate the white noise, there
is a special type of semiconductor
diode that is usually used for this
purpose.
The sound produced by a white
noise generator is used in medical
applications. For people who have
a constant ringing in their ears,
the white noise is used to mask the
sound. (That problem is more common than you might suspect.)
Some dentists claim that white
noise puts their patients at ease.
You can try this experiment. It
has been used with a wide variety
of results. Turn your TV set to a
channel where there is no station. Turn the brightness off and
the sound level up. What you are
hearing is very near to white noise.
The bandwidth, dynamic range of
the receiver amplifiers, and
speaker response will cause some
reduction in quality, but it is still
very close.
With that hissing noise going at
a comfortable level, lie back in
your recliner and close your eyes.
Imagine you are at a waterfall.

manner. Actually, there will be
slight variations in the number
emitted from instant to instant.
That produces noise in the tube.
The same thing happens in bipolar
transistors and FETs, but they
aren't quite sure about the exact
cause.

Impulse noise has a high amplitude and short duration. This type
of noise can be greatly reduced
with circuits that invert the pulse
and mix it with the original.
Other methods of reducing noise
will be presented in another article to appear in the near future.
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(Waterfalls produce excellent

white noise.) You must concentrate very hard on that waterfall.
Get a picture of it in your mind and
concentrate on that picture.
The people who know about such
things claim that with a little practice you can go into the deepest
sleep possible. It didn't work for
me. I fell asleep and dreamed I was
going over Niagra Falls in a canoe.

Flickers and impulses
In a previous article I defined
some types of noise. Two additional kinds are flicker noise and
impulse noise.
When a vacuum tube cathode
emits electrons, they are supposed
to leave the surface in a random
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Microcomputer troubleshooting

Components
of a personal computer
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Editor's note:
Servicing computers is not as
a lot of people think.
Computers have fewer sections
than, say, a TV and exhibit fewer
ambiguous symptoms.
This is the first of a 3 -part series
of articles designed to describe
the components of a personal
computer and to provide a logical,
practical, approach to troubleshooting the main units: the computer itself and the disk drive.

difficult as

By Bud Izen, CET/CSM

There are two main reasons why
people hesitate to attempt computer repair. The first is that they
are confused by all the buzzwords
and special terms commonly used
by computer people, and often
used in the literature without
definition. The second is that they
feel that they need to know how to
program in order to be able to
repair. The solution to the first
problem is fairly simple. Buy a
good dictionary of computer terms
and look up these new words and
phrases as you encounter them.
You should never go past a word or
term you don't understand. The
second solution is even simpler.
There is no reason to learn how to
program in order to be able to
repair a microcomputer.
There is of course an underlying
third reason why many people
hesitate to become involved with
micros. Put simply, it is plain fear.
Fear of the unknown, fear that the
device may be more than we can
handle, fear that our brains may
not be up to task, and so forth.
Few people admit their fear, but
most of us, myself included, at one
time have felt it. Let me tell you in
no uncertain terms, that your

fears are groundless.
Microcomputers
are simple to repair
If you can repair a television, a
video recorder, a cassette or reel
recorder, or a stereo system, you
are certainly capable of taking on a
micro. With the greatest of ease!
Why can I say that with so much
certainty? You are reading the
words of a consumer electronics

(analog) technician turned selftaught computer technician. Also,
the microcomputer is less complex
than most consumer electronic
products, especially the television.
There are fewer sections to a
micro than to a television, and
many fewer confusing and misleading failure symptoms. My feeling is that if you are able to service
a television, you already have the
necessary logical approach required to service a computer. And
a logical approach is what gets
computers fixed, not knowing how
to program.
The "black box" approach is a
good way to think about computers when troubleshooting. In
case you are not sure what that
means, let's define some terms.
For example, you might consider
that a television is a black box. You
don't have to have any idea as to
what may be inside to operate it. If
you apply power and a signal and
turn the box on, a picture, sound
and color should come out and that
picture and color should be stable
(i.e., not rolling or flipping). The
black box is a functional block. A
functional block is defined as a circuit, group of circuits, or group of
groups of circuits that have one or
more inputs, require power, have
one or more outputs, and perform
at least one clearly identifiable
task. To the extent you need to
understand the device in question,
you can subdivide the device (the
black box) into a system composed
of functional blocks. For example,
a color television can be subdivided
into approximately 25 functional
blocks (including the tuner and the
power supply). Each of these can
be further subdivided into individual circuits that also meet the
test of being functional blocks.
Most of us troubleshoot based on
our knowledge of the system upon
which we are working. In other
words, before we can fix anything
we need to know what it does normally. Even if we haven't seen the
particular type of, say, stereo
receiver before, if we get the proper service literature (and sometimes even that isn't needed) we
can troubleshoot it successfully,
because we know what stereo
receivers do normally.

After we understand what the
system does normally, we can then
use the various symptoms that a
defective device is exhibiting to
help us localize the source of the
problem to a particular functional
block. For example, if we were
working on a stereo receiver that
was completely dead, we would
automatically consider the power
supply as the functional block most
likely to be at fault. Somewhat less
likely would be the possibility that
both channels failed at the same
time, or that the problem might be
related to the tuning section of the
receiver. This is the process of
logical troubleshooting that most
experienced technicians take for
granted. Unfortunately, many of
us do not think about that process
consciously anymore. We've been
doing it for so long and so automatically, we forget that what we
are doing is generalizing our troubleshooting ability each time we
fix a product that is new to us.

There are many favorable
aspects about working on micros
both from the technical aspect as
well as the business aspect. There
are far fewer functional blocks
(i.e., major sections) in a micro
than in almost any consumer electronic product. Needless to say,
the fewer functional blocks there
are, the fewer the number of
failure symptoms there can be.
That's why televisions are so hard
to fix - lots of functional blocks
means literally thousands of possible failure symptoms. Because a
microcomputer consists of digital
circuits, it is either functioning
correctly or not functioning usably
at all. Not only that, the technician
is able to do quite a bit of problem
isolation by just disconnecting system components and inputting
(typing in) some information at the
keyboard. Many microcomputers
are constructed modularly so that,
when in doubt, each suspected
functional block can be completely
replaced. Also, most manufacturers (both OEM and private vendors) issue diagnostics that help
greatly to isolate the nature of certain defects.
The microcomputer system
Contrary to popular belief, you
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EXTERNAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF
A PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM

TV OR

MONITOR
PRINTER

MODEM

DISK DRIVE OR
CASSETTE
RECORDER

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

}
JOYSTICK
CONTROLLER

Figure 1. Overall block diagram of a
personal computer showing how peripheral devices are connected.

KEYBOARD

PRINTER

I/O

KEYBOARD

INTERNAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
OF A TYPICAL PERSONAL COMPUTER

TO/FROM OTHER
PERIPHERAL DEVICES

ROM
CPU
RAM

POWER
SUPPLY
SYSTEM
CLOCK
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Figure 2. This internal block diagram
shows the basic building blocks of a
personal computer.

do not need to understand micro-

processor architecture to perform
microcomputer repair. What you
do have to understand is what each
basic building block of the
microcomputer does, and how it
relates to the other blocks. It also
is not necessary to get too
machine -specific. So, this article
will be as general as possible while
staying as practical as possible.
The main section of the microcomputer is the CPU. (Did you
look this term up?) The CPU (central processing unit) is the heart of
the micro. Although the CPU fundamentally controls what the
microcomputer is able to do, not all
of its capabilities are built into the

microprocessor itself. If the

system is an 8 -bit system, the processor is able to address directly
up to 64K (actually 65,535 bits) of
memory. Without playing any
hardware tricks, this is the limit of
the machine's capability of addressing the total of RAM

(random-access memory) and

ROM (read-only memory). Usually
the manufacturer will limit the

amount of available RAM to less
than the maximum amount available in order to let the processor
get its housekeeping and I/O (input/output) routines from a ROM
device, usually called the monitor
or monitor ROM. In most 8 -bit
micros, ROM routines up to 16K

are common, limiting user
memory to 48K at most. Note that
just because a CPU is capable of

two different manufacturers that
both use the same microprocessor.
Microcomputers having disk drive systems also have their
capabilities extended by means of
an operating system that is loaded
off the first disk, which is loaded
into the computer (booted) when
the system is first turned on.
There are many different operating systems available for many
different machines. Generally, little or no knowledge of them is required for troubleshooting purposes. Whatever knowledge about
any operating system you might
need to diagnose a particular machine should be furnished to you by
the manufacturer.
The physical layout of most
microcomputers is similar. The
components associated with the

addressing up to 64K, this does not
automatically mean that it does so
in any particular machine. Because
of breakthroughs in the price of
memory ICs, most machines made
these days will take advantage of
as much memory as the CPU can
handle.
The routines stored in ROM extend the built-in capabilities of the
processor and allow it to communicate with the outside world, central processor and main
as well as letting the outside world memory usually are located on one
communicate with it. ROM large printed circuit board, comroutines also customize the proc- monly called the motherboard.
essor to meet the requirements of Devices that the CPU uses to
the manufacturer. This is essen- listen to or communicate with the
tially what makes the difference outside world use interface devices
between two machines made by that usually plug into connectors
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on either the motherboard itself, a

board connected to the motherboard (called a daughterboard), or
into one of the series of independent backplane connectors which
are connected to the motherboard
(for example, the S-100 bus).

The keyboard
The keyboard is the device used
most often by users to input information. The most common form of
keyboard is the matrix type. By
pressing a key, the user causes a
voltage to be placed across a
unique combination of two wires.
The combination is fed into a
specific memory location and is
read by the processor using the appropriate monitor ROM routine.

The video display unit
The VDU either can be a regular
television or a specifically designed monitor. Some computers
can support both types of display
devices, some can support either
one or the other, and some can be
adapted to be used with a monitor
in conjunction with a special interface device plugged into a peripheral slot. Regular televisions,
when used as VDUs, can clearly
display up to 40 -character columns, whereas monitors can
display 80 -character columns or
more.
The main difference between a
monitor and a regular television is
video bandwidth. Video bandwidth
determines the ability of the display to present picture detail accurately without smearing. The
higher the bandwidth, the finer the
detail that can be presented. A
typical receiver has a video bandwidth of about 3.2MHz. A video
monitor usually has a bandwidth of
from 10MHz to 20MHz. The minimum bandwidth judged to be satisfactory in order to display 80 columns is about 12MHz.
Using a regular television as a
computer display has an additional
disadvantage. A monitor accepts
direct video from the computer. In
order to use a television, the direct
video must be modulated onto a
regular TV channel frequency by
an accessory device called a
modulator. If the modulator is
cheaply made, it will contribute its
26
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Today's microcomputers, typified by
this Apple Ile, provide 64K or more of
RAM, upper-case and lower-case letters
and 80-column capability. (Photo
courtesy Apple Computer, Inc.)
The keyboard is the primary interface between the computer and the operator.
(Photo courtesy Elan Computers Ltd.)

own bandwidth limitation to the
degradation of the display. Also,
since the computer signal must be
processed through the tuner and
intermediate frequency sections of
the receiver, each of those sections, if not correctly adjusted and
aligned, can also degrade the
signal.
Depending upon the design of
the computer, the video signal
either is available at a rear panel
jack whose signal comes directly
off the motherboard, or is available from the output of a peripheral card. In some cases, the
regular or low-resolution display is
available from the video output
jack, while the high resolution
video output is optionally available
from the output of a specially designed peripheral card. In the case
of other, usually less expensive,
computers, the video signal is provided already modulated onto a TV
channel carrier. In such cases, the
user is limited to the use of a
regular TV receiver unless the
computer design permits internal
modification and the user is willing
to have this done.

November 1985

The printer
The other main output device
used with most microcomputers is
the line printer. This device is handy for printing out programs as
they are being developed, or for
displaying the results of a program. Of course, printers also can
be used in conjuction with word
processing programs to produce
correspondence.
Use of the printer requires some
sort of interface device that serves
to interpret and convert the data
sent by the computer into the form
required by the printer. Because
the computer is able to send data
faster than any printer can print
it, the interface needs to have
some means of storing some data
temporarily (in a buffer) as well as
some means of telling the computer that the buffer is full and the
printer is busy. This last task is
called handshaking. Printers can

accept data in either of two ways,
serially (one bit at a time) or in
parallel (all bits of a word at one
time). Whenever you see or hear
the phrase RS -232, it refers to
serial data transmission (also used
for some modems). If you see or
hear the term Centronics -compatible, that refers to parallel interfacing.

The disk drive
When the micro industry was
new, the only type of permanent
storage available was cassette
tape. The disadvantages of this
type of storage are numerous. The
two major ones were the slow

speed of loading and storage, and
the extreme difficulty of storing
anything but programs. Some
microcomputers still offer a cassette interface, but most of the
more expensive machines do not.
There are two main types of disk
drives - floppy and hard. Floppy
disk drives come in all sizes, from
the new 3 -inch drives up through
8 -inch drives. The size refers to the
diameter of the disks themselves.
Hard -disk technology has only recently become financially accessible to the non-business micro user.
Hard disks come from mainframe
computer technology. Floppy disk

storage uses

a

removable

magnetic pancake enclosed in a
protective envelope. Most hard
disk systems use a non -removable
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The video display unit may be a television or a special monitor manufactured

for the purpose. (Photo courtesy Mark
Anthony Computers, Fairfield, CA.)
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The printer provides hard copy output
from the computer. (Photo courtesy Epson.)

disk, although recent breakthroughs have brought about the
removable hard disk.
The floppy disk's main advantages are relatively low cost, access time many times faster than
that of cassettes, and ease of
backup. Its main disadvantage is
the relatively delicate nature of
the disks. The advantages of the
hard disk are its incredibly fast access time, media reliability, and
large storage capacity cost effectiveness (dollars per byte). Its
main disadvantage is its difficulty
in making cost effective backup
copies.
With the advent of the various
available disk drives came the proliferation of operating systems. An

operating system increases the
power of the microcomputer, enabling it to execute more commands and to address other devices, such as modems and multiple storage devices. For the most
popular types of microcomputers,
such as Apple, IBM and Radio
Shack (to name just a few), more
than one operating system is
available. You may have heard the
terms CP/M, DOS 3.3, MS-DOS
and PC -DOS. Now you know to
what these abbreviations refer.
The time and scope of this article
does not permit a more thorough
coverage of all the other possible
building blocks of a microcomputer
system, such as modems, real-time
clocks, memory expansion boards,
D/A converters, and so forth.
However, by understanding the
main building blocks, you will very
readily be able to generalize your
knowledge with further reading
and experience.

Troubleshooting
computer systems
When a computer system ceases
to function, some basic knowledge
such as that discussed above, along
with specific manufacturer's information and a logical troubleshooting approach, will usually solve the
problem. The next article in this
series will provide some recom-

mended troubleshooting techniques for personal computers,
and a third and final article will
cover troubleshooting
of disk drives.
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NATESA and NESDA join

together
Displaying a rare degree of unity
and optimism, the members of
NESDA and NATESA voted at
separate conventions to consolidate their membership forces
into a single national association.
The delegates to the National
Electronics Sales & Service Dealers Association (NE SDA) meeting
in annual convention in Hartford,
CT, voted unanimously to accept
proposed articles of accommodation with NATE SA and to ask
NATESA members to join with
them as partners in a larger single
association.
Some 16 days later, delegates to
the National Association of TV &
Electronic Servicers of America
(NATE SA) in annual convention
in St. Charles, IL, voted
unanimously to accept the NESDA
proposal and mutually-revamped
articles of accommodation.
Under the mutually accepted
agreement, the Chicago-based
NATESA organization will become the NE SDA state affiliate in
Illinois while NESDA will accept
and perpetuate the heritage of
NATE SA as its own. About the
first of the year, 1986, all
NATESA members will become
NESDA members. For two years,
current NATESA members outside of Illinois, may choose either
to remain members of the Illinois
association or to join the NESDA
affiliate in their state. Current
NESDA members in Illinois have
two years to decide to join "TESA
of Illinois."
Former officers and past presidents of NATE SA will be recognized equally with those of
NESDA. Frank J. Moch EHF, the
founder of NATESA, will be
perpetually honored as the father
of both organizations.
For the immediate 1985-86 fiscal
year, NESDA has created two additional officer positions to be
filled by NATE SA members
chosen by NATESA. Vice President Roger Companion from
Winooski, VT, will be the new
28
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NESDA second national vice
president. Ellis Hall, NATESA immediate past president from Middletown, OH, will serve as the
NESDA second Region 5 vice
president. NATESA Executive
Director George Weiss, of
Chicago, will serve as the state
delegate to the NESDA House of
Representatives.
Newly elected NESDA President Dorothy Cicchetti from Long
Island, NY, and repeating
NATESA President Tom Leeney
were lavish in their praise of the
agreement that they said signals a
new age of cooperation and progress for the electronics sales and
service industry.

Study shows color TV sets
still in use after 15 years
According to a report released
by EIA's Consumer Electronics
Group, one-half of all color television sets purchased 15 years ago
are still in use, and four out of five
are in use 10 years after purchase.
The study, which was prepared
by Market Facts for CEG's Marketing Services Video Committee,
was conducted early this year and
based on a nationally represen-

tative

sample

of

17,000

households.
Its objectives were to describe
current color TV ownership patterns, purchasing trends, and
replacement cycles. The study also
examined the role of electronic
peripherals in the purchase of color televisions and assessed interest in new color TV products.
Of the households that received
questionnaires, 74% responded.
Among the findings were the
following:
Forty-six percent of color TV
households have more than one
color television; 12% have three or
more color sets.
Portable models represented
74% of color televisions sold in
1984, up from 48% in 1970. In
1984, monitors represented 2%
and projection televisions 1% of
color televisions purchased by U.S.
consumers.
Remote control is becoming a
common feature of color televisions. In 1984, 58% of all consoles
and 37% of all portable models
sold were equipped with remote
control.
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RCA patents electronic device

that measures heartbeat
by analyzing chest movement
RCA has received a patent for a
device that can remotely measure

human heartbeat and respiratory
rate by electronically analyzing the
movement of the chest.
Called a dual frequency microwave heart rate monitor, the
device utilizes a radar technique
for detecting and measuring vital
signs. It is slightly larger than a
smaller transistor radio.
A unique feature of the patented
device is that no part of the body
needs to be exposed for the heart

or respiratory measurement.

Therefore, the monitor eliminates
the need of disturbing a person to
remove clothing.
Since the device is wireless it
does not require attaching any
sensors to a person's body. The
unit also could operate as a sensor
up to a distance of about eight feet
from someone being observed.
In operation, the small device
sends out two different types of
signals, called microwave beams,
which are directed toward the person being examined. One relatively
high -frequency signal checks the
heartbeat. Similar to a radar
system, the different signals are
reflected back to the monitor and
recorded.
Since the lower frequency signals penetrate the human body to
a greater extent than high frequency signals, it is possible to

distinguish signals emanating
from different depths of the body.
In this manner, the monitor differentiates between the respiratory rate and heartbeat.
The interrogating signals employed in the system are many
times less than the limits recommended by the American National
Standards Institite (ANSI).
In the September 1985 issue of
ES&T, page 9, we published a
forecast of the increase in the
use of surface -mount technology. We failed to give credit

to the originator of the information. That forecast was
based on a study called "Surface -Mount Technology," prepared by

Electronic Trend Publications
10080 N. Wolfe Road
Cupertino, CA 95014

Continued on page 37

News, continued from page 28
1985 video
U.S. Video Market

market trends

Statistics

Unit Salas to Retailers
Percent change

-30

1-)

August 1984 through August 1985

'

-10

-20

Color Television
1984: 9,590,050

1985: 9,705,153
28

Percent change (+1

+20

+10

+30

i.2

+

Monochrome
1

1985: 2,080,148

1984: 2,894,313

TOTAL TELEVISION (excludes projection)
1985: 11, 785, 301
1984: 12,484,363

5

Projection Television

ill

+26 .4

1984: 104,381

1985: 131,919

Home VCR
1985: 6,243,519

1984: 3,924,297

Color Video Cameras
1985: 269,334

With August 1985 sales of nearly 800,000 units, more than 6.2
million videocassette recorders
(VCRs) were sold during the first
eight months of this year, according to the Electronic Industries
Association's Consumer Electronics Group (EIA/CEG).
Data compiled by CEG's Marketing Services staff indicate that
August VCR sales to dealers were
up 50% over the same month a
year ago, with year-to-date sales
running nearly 60% ahead of their

HITACHI

35 MHz DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPE

pace during January -August 1984.
EIA - whose members include the
major manufacturers and marketers of audio and video equipment, blank tape, and personal
computers for the home - has predicted that 11.5 million VCRs will
be sold during calendar 1985, as
compared with 7.6 million last
year.
Color television sales were up
fractionally in August to approximately 1.28 million units, bringing
the 8 -month sales of color televi-
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2

HITACHI
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Toll Free

/

single sweep functions
Autofocus

Fordham 800-645-9518
260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788

1

sions to 9.7 million units or 1.2%
ahead of January -August 1984,
previously the best sales year in
that product's history.
Projection television scored
another impressive sales month in
August, jumping nearly 38%, and
on a year-to-date basis is running
26% ahead of the same period a
year ago. Video cameras (excluding camcorders, which are counted
as VCRs) declined slightly (1.7%)
in August but remain 2.6% ahead
of last year's sales.

B&K

Reg. $899.95)

+ 59
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TEST INSTRU m
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+50

+40

In NY State 800-832-1446
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Build
this
telephone
tester
By Joseph T. Szumowski, CET

You can build this telephoie
tester in a day at reasonable
cost and use it to check tone -

A most valuable piece of test

equipment for servicing telephone
units and systems is a device that
can check all your Touch -Tone outputs and provide ringing voltage
to test the ringer. This article
describes how to build such a
telephone tester. Thanks to recent
developments - the high voltage
MOSFET and the M-956 integrated circuit - cost will be reasonable and the circuit construction,
straightforward. It can be completed in one afternoon.
There are basics that must be
considered before proceeding to
the circuit. Table 1 shows that
each DTMF signal (1 through D)
has a unique frequency pair. For
example, the "#" signal is made up
of two frequencies, 941MHz and
1477MHz.
Once the numbers and symbols
have been encoded (put into tone
pairs), some way of decoding
(changing each tone pair into its
binary equivalent) is necessary.
Until recently, this was quite
complicated: Two ICs were required for each pair of frequencies
for a total of no less than 24
separate ICs plus associated out-

board components (resistors and
coupling capacitors). A complete
Touch -Tone decoder not only was
involved, but required a considerable investment in parts and
time.
The M-956 tone decoder receiver
chip changed the whole picture. It
now is possible to build a complete
Touch -Tone decoder with just one
IC, a resistor and an inexpensive
3.58MHz color crystal. In fact,
38
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when you purchase the M-956 from
Teltone, you also receive the 22 pin socket and 3.58MHz crystal, as
well as the 1M12 resistor.
In Table 1, note the HEX OUTPUT column. The output of the
M-956 is really four pins on the
chip. As you examine the hex output, keep in mind that wherever
you see a 1, this means that the indicated pin (3, 2, 1 or 0) has an output of + 5V, or a high. When you
see a zero (0), you will read OV, or
ground potential, on a voltmeter
connected to the pin. To be sure
you understand, imagine that the
input signal to the IC is the tone
pair for the numeral 9 (frequencies
852MHz and 1477MHz). The four
output pins would have outputs of
1001, or a high, low, low and high.
As you examine the hex output column, note that each tone pair or
signal has a unique hexadecimal
output of ones and zeros, highs
and lows.
To further understand the
M-956, look at specific pins of the
IC and determine how they apply
to the test unit, see Figure 1.
Pin 12-This is the input. It requires a minimum of a 0.2Vpp to
effect proper decoding.
Pins 14, 15 - Connect the 3.58MHz
crystal and its associated resistor
to these pins.
Pin 7-Connect an LED to this
pin to indicate when a tone -pair input is being decoded.
Pin 5-This is the pin that will
determine if the M-956 will detect
all 16 tone pairs or only the most
common 12 pairs. When it is connected to + 5V, it will detect only
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dial outputs

and

ringing

voltage.

12 tones. Connect it to ground and
it will detect all 16 tone pairs.
Pins 20, 21, 22, 1-These are the
data -output pins, see Table 2.
Pin 20 = 3, D3
Pin 21 = 2, D2
Pin 22 = 1, D1
Pin 1 = 0, DO
Other pins connect to ground or
+ 5V as shown in the schematic,
page 42.
Any pin not used is not needed
for this application. The data sheet
for the M-956 provides a complete
list of pin function and purpose.
When the device decodes the
tones and provides a binary output
at pins 1, 22, 21 and 20, this is fed
into a 74154 Data Selector. The
combination of highs and lows on
the four input pins of the 74154
will cause only one of its output
pins to go to ground potential, or a
low. All that is necessary is to connect an LED to this output. The illuminated LED indicates that a
specific hex combination is present
at the input. The truth table (Table
3) for the 74154 illustrates input
and output pattern for that device.
Figure 2 is the complete schematic
diagram of the telephone tester.
To complete the theory of operation, look at the final part of the
tester: the ring -voltage generator.
The circuit is made possible by the
use of the high -voltage, logic -level,
compatible -power MOSFET. The
circuit diagram reveals that the
heart of the circuit is a low frequency, gated -output oscillator:

Table

1.

DTMF to Binary Decoding

HEX
OUTPUT

HIGHLOWFREQUENCY FREQUENCY
COMPONENT COMPONENT

SIGNAL

1

2
3
4

5

6
7
8

9
0

(Hz)

32

697
697
697
770

1209
1336
1477
1209

0001

0000

00

1

0

0 0 0

1

00

1

1

0 0

1

0

0

1

0 0

0

1

0 0

770
770
852
852

1336
1477
1209
1336

0

1

0

0

1

0

852

1477
1336
1209
1477

C

697
770
852

D

941

A
B

0

(Hz)

941
941
941

#

FORMAT

2-0E-8
OUTPUT
FORMAT

Note: The M-956 detects signals A through

1

0110
0111

1

1

0110
1000

0

D

0

1

0 0

1

1

0 0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1100

1

1

0

1

1110
1

1

OC

only wien the

3 2

1

1010

1633
1633
1633
1633

D

0

1

1

1

0 0

12/T

1

1101
1

1

0 0

1110

0 0

1

1

0111
1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

input is at logic "I."

TABLE

1.

1. When a button on the tone -dial telephone is pressed, the telephone genera:es a pair of tones (for example, pressing the 7
button creates a pair of tones one at 852Hz and one at 1209Hz). The M-956 conve:ts this pair of tones into a binary (HEX) output.

Table

-
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BD

12/16

HEX

5

2

OE

T
HIGH
PREPROCESSOR

SIGNAL IN 112

BAND
SPLIT

-1

GROUP
DISCRIMINATORS

TIMING
AND
DECODING

21

FLIPFLOP

OSCILLATOR

18

D1

D2

STROBE

T

CLOCKS

15

Do

201 D3

OSC/CLK 1161

XIN

1

-{221

OUTPUT
REGISTER

LOW

I

1

1191 CLEAR

XOUT 1141

AUXCLK

POWER
REGULATOR

i7

64 13

1_
VP

Figure

1.

__1_

VND VNA

DTMF receiver (M-956) converts a dual -tone multifrequency input, pin 12, into a 4 -bit binary output, pins 20, 21, 22,

TABLE 2. PIN FUNCTIONS
PIN

FUNCTION

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

12

SIGNAL IN

DTMF input. Internally biased so that the input signal may be ac -coupled. Signal in also permits dc -coupling as
long as the input voltage does not exceed the positive supply. See Table 1 for the frequency pairs associated
with each DTMF signal.

5

12V'16

DTMF signal detection control. When 12 V 16 is at logic 1, the M-956 detects the 12 most commonly used DTMF
signals (1 through #). When 12v9 is at logic 0, the M-956 detects all 16 DTMF signals (1 through D).

20, 21 D3, D2
22, 1
D1, p0

Data outputs. When enabled by the OE input, the data outputs provide the code corresponding to the detected
digit in the format programmed by the HEX pin. See Table 1. The data outputs become valid after a tone pair has
been detected and are cleared when a valid pause is timed.

3

OE

Output enable. When OE is at logic 1, the data outputs are in the CMOS push/pull state and represent the contents of the output register. When OE is driven to logic 0, the data outputs are forced to the high impedance or
third state.

2

HEX

Binary output format control. When HEX is at logic 1, the output of the M-956 is full, 4 -bit binary. When HEX
is at logic 0, the output is binary coded 2 -of-8. Table 1 shows the output codes.

18

STROBE

Valid data indication. STROBE goes to logic 1 after a valid tone pair is sensed and decoded at the data outputs.
STROBE remains at logic 1 until a valid pause occurs or the CLEAR input is driven to logic 1, whichever is
earlier.

19

CLEAR

STROBE control. Driving CLEAR to logic 1 forces the STROBE output to logic
STROBE is forced to logic 0 only when a valid pause is detected.

7

BD

Early signal presence output. BD indicates that a possible signal has been detected and is being validated.

Crystal connections. When an auxiliary clock is used, XIN should be tied to logic

14, 15 XOUT, XIN

When CLEAR is at logic 0,

1.

16

OSCfCLK

Time base control. When OSC CLK is at logic 1, the output of the M -957's internal oscillator is selected as the
time base. When OSCV'CLK is at logic 0 and XIN is at logic 1, the AUXCLK input is selected as the time base.

17

AUXCLK

Auxiliary clock input. When OSC CLK and XIN are at logic 0, the AUXCLK input is selected as the M -956's
time base. The auxiliary input must be 3.58MHz divided by 8 for the M-956 to operate to specifications. If
unused, AUXCLK should be left open.

4, 13

VND, VNA

Negative analog and digital power supply connections. Separated on the chip for greater system flexibility, VNA
and VND should be at equal potential.

6

VP

Positive power supply connection.

N/C

Not connected. These pins have no internal connection and may be left floating.

8, 9,
10, 11

Table 2. Pin functions for DTMF receiver
40
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the 4001 IC, designed to oscillate
at about 20Hz. Its frequency is
controlled by R17. The output, on
pin 4, is 10Vpp. To simulate the on
and off times of ringing voltage,
the 4001 oscillator is gated (turned
on and off) by the timer IC (555).
The duration of this gating pulse is
controlled by R14. Finally, this
gated 20Hz signal is applied to the
gate of a power MOSFET, the
RFP1ON15. To check on the operation of the oscillator, connect an
LED to the gate. When this LED
goes on it indicates that a ringing
frequency is applied.
The indicator in the drain lead
provides the load for the simplified
ringing voltage. There should be
about 105V, 20Hz of square wave
developed at the output.

proper output on both the + 5V pin 6. Note that Dl will light, and
when you adjust R4for more than
and + 105V supplies.
Now, shut off the power and in- 200mV, Dl will go out. Either too sert the M-956. When you turn on much or too -little signal will cause
the power again, scope pin 17 of the M-956 not to decode.
Also at this time, you should see
the M-956. If all is in order with
the M-956, you should see a wave- the proper output LED light. If
form with a frequency of 440kHz you do not see this, test for proper
inputs to the 74154: pins 20 to 23.
on this pin.
Connect a Touch -Tone telephone Once you are satisfied the decoder
to the proper input pins and section is working, test the ringer
depress any key (holding it in). output subsection. Caution: you
Scope the output of the 741 (pin 6) have 105V at the output test jacks.
and adjust R4 for about 200mV at Be careful! It can bite.

r
SAMS books are

Circuit construction

cut out for success!

Using a board already laid out
for ICs-such as a Radio Shack
40 -pin circuit board - makes it easy
to mount the ICs and hardwire the
remaining components, see photo
of tone -decoder board, page 42.
The power supply transformer

this coupon for the most authoritative
books on state-of-the-art technology.
SAMS books are packed with the most

Clip

current information, plus practical applications
for computers, communications, digital and audio
electronics design. They make computing and
electronics easier, and make you more successful.

and other related components
were wired separately in the mini box. The front panel was wired to
the output pins on the circuit
board. There is no critical wiring,
but it is necessary to observe good
wiring practice and to keep the
wires short.
In due time - but not until after

landmobile and Marine Radio

Take the shortcut to success with SAMS books.
Fill out and return this coupon, or to order
direct, call Operator 196.
Prices subject to change without notice.

800 -428 -SAMS

Technology Handbook
comprehensive reference guide for operation,
installation and servicing of landmobile, marine
or personal radio communications equipment.
Covers hand-held, mobile and base two-way
radios, marine radio telephone and radar
equipment. Edward M. Noll, No. 22427, $24.95
A

Indiana, call 31? -298-5566
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Book No.

Quantity

Price

Printer Connections Bible

you carefully checked your work the M-956 should be socketed. This
is no problem because the
manufacturer will supply you with
the necessary 22-pin socket. Remember that this is a CMOS IC.
Handle with care.

Explains how to easily connect a printer to a
computer. Filled with diagrams and illustrations
showing cables, dip-switches and many printer/
computer combinations. House and Marble
No. 22406, $18.95

Modem Connections Bible

Final testing
When you complete the wiring,
give your work a complete visual
check. Examine carefully for any
solder bridges. Especially check
the IC socket pins to be sure that
no pins are touching.
Do not insert the M-956 in its
socket until you have completed the
following determinations:
Make a few resistance checks.
Be sure all grounds are common.
Check the 5V supply pins for
any shorts to ground.
Check the 105V supply for any
continuity to ground.
Once you are satisfied that all is
well, turn on the power. Test for

UARTS and pseudoassembly language.
Joe Campbell, No. 22450, $21.95

2.00

AR, CA, FL, IN, NC, NY, OH, TN, WV

Describes modems, how they work, how to hook
them up to various microcomputers. An invaluable guide for technicians and computer users
alike. Richmond and Majhor, No. 22446, $18.95

residents add local sales tax

Mobile Communications
Design Fundamentals

Company

$

Total

$

Name

Address

Offers problem -solving techniques for mobile

communications and cellular radio. Practical
design methods and curves are clearly explained
and illustrated, from frequency plans to base

City

State

Bill my credit card

Cellular Mobile Telephone Guide
Traces the history of mobile telephone systems,
and describes the pros and cons. Filled with
money-saving and time-saving tips on models,
prices, dealers, installation and telephone
companies. Andrew M. Seybold, No. 22416, $14.95

Zip

Daytime Telephone No

station location. William C. Lee, No. 22305, $34.95

VISA

Account No.

MASTERCARD

Exp. Date

Signature (required)

D

Mastering Serial Communications
An advanced reference book for technicians and
programmers. Covers technical details of

L

$

Shipping & Handling

asynchronous serial communications, plus
programming specifics with emphasis on

Check or money order enclosed
Make checks payable to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

Mail this form with payment to:

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
Dept. DM 196
4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46268
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Figure 2(A)

C7

TRUTH TABLE FOR 74154
INPUTS

OUTPUTS

DCBA
PIN- 20212223

PIN

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
1
0
1
0
1
0

0
0

0

1

1

2

1

0

3

1

1

4

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

-1-

1

1

0 0

5

0

1

6

1

0

7

1

1

0

0

8
9

0

1

10

1

0

11

1

1

13

LOW*

NOTE

only the pin
indicated here
is low. All other
pins are high.
Example
When a binary five
is inputed,
0101 = only pin 6 is low,
LHLH
all others high.

0 0

PIN

= Low (Ground)
= High (+5V)

12

= Ground

24 =

+5V

*Be sure pins 18 and 19
are grounded.

Table 3. The data selector circuit, a 74154 IC, converts a 4 -bit binary input signal at
its input pins; 20, 21, 22, 23, into a single -pin output signal. This Is the truth table for
that circuit.
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The telephone tester circuit was con
structed on a Radio Shack 40 -pin circuit
board.

PARTS LIST

R1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20

10k1/2W
68k1/2W
68k1/2W

50k Trimpot
1k'/2W

1M'/2W
1k'/2W
1k'/2W
1k'/2W
1k'/2W
1k'/2W
1k'/2W
1k'/2W
50k Trimpot
100k'/2W
4.7k'/2 W
100k Trimpot
10k'/2 W

1k'/2W
10k1/2W

d, = RCA type RFP1ON15

Cl

0.47µFd 16wV
C2 0.01µFd 16wV
C3 0.01 µFd 16wV
C4 25µFd 16wV
C5 1µFd 16wV
C6 1000µFd 25wV
C7 200µFd 350wV
C8 0.1µFd 16wV
C9 0.1µFd 16wV
C10 1 µFd 16wV
C11 0.1µFd 350V
B1

IC -1
IC -2
IC -3
IC -4
IC -5
IC -6
IC -7

MOSFET

Switches
SW1-A
SW2-B

>

SW -2 =

Bridge rectifier
741 op -amp 276-007

Single momentary
contact toggle
switch. Wire SW1-A
as a normally
closed (NC) and
SW -B as a normally
open (NO).
SPST 125V@ 1A

Miscellaneous
Power transformer:

T1 =

90V out @ 100mA,
12.6V out @ 1A.

M956
74154 available in
ECG or RCA SK type
555 276-1723
4001 276-2401
7812 276-1771
7805 276-1770

Inductor coil (not
critical: for
example, a 7H @

L1

150mA).
D1, D2, D4

5V LEDs
Any 1A 500 PIV

D3 =

silicon diode. For
NOTE:
All 276 part numbers
are Radio Shack type.

Minibox

-

Figure 2(B)

example: Radio
Shack 276-1104.
270-227, Radio
Shack.

Figure 2. (A) Complete circuit diagram of test unit shows both sections: the tone decoder and the ring tester. (B) Parts list.

The ringer operates at about a
20Hz frequency. If your oscillator
(IC5) is not properly adjusted, the
ringer will not ring.
Connect a scope to the gate of
the MOSFET. There should be
about 10Vpp. Adjust R17 for a
20Hz square wave: Note that LED
D2 should be blinking. Now adjust
R1, for the duration of the time -on,
time -off interval. Observe the ring
LED and judge its intensity (this is
not critical). Finally, check at the
drain of Q for 105V, 20Hz square
wave. Be sure you depress the ring

test button.

Ringer -only procedure
If there is no interest in the on,
off feature but only in whether or
not the ringer works, eliminate
IC4 (555). However, be sure you
connect pin 1 or IC5 to - 5V. Do
not leave it floating or disconnected.
Also, be sure the telephone is on -

test the ringer.
When the receiver is off -hook, the
ringer is not connected to the input lines of the telephone. If the
receiver is on -hook and the
breaker trips, this indicates a short
somewhere in the ringer circuitry.
hook before you

The interconnections at the back of the

circuit board were made with
wire -wrap tool.

a

manual

E5&T JV
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Today and Tomorrow

TV signals

around the world
Several transmission systems for color television are in
use in the world. They have similarities, but differences
make them highly incompatible. Future TV standards
may provide improved pictures for everyone as well as
possible, but politically dependent, world compatibility.
By Carl Bentz, TV technical editor, Broadcast Engineering
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Editor's note: One of the subjects that seems to be
glossed over in TV courses and books is the nature of
the composite video signal transmitted from the TV
broadcasting station and received by the TV receiver to
cause the wonderful picture on the TV screen that we
all take for granted. This casual treatment is odd in
view of the fact that if you thoroughly understand the
information carried in the composite video signal, you
have the beginnings of a firm grasp of the theory of
operation of television.
This article won't make anyone an instant expert in
video signals, but it does discuss what the composite
video signal used in U.S. television consists of, and
contrasts it with the two other systems used
throughout the world.
For starters, contrast the composite video signals
with something simple-say an AM radio signal. The
AM radio signal is extremely simple: It consists of
audio information that has been mixed with a radio
frequency signal so that the result is a radio frequency
duplicate of the original audio information. To recover
the information from the radio signal, music or voice,
for example, all a radio receiver has to do is tune it in,
return the information to its original audio frequency,
amplify it and apply it to a speaker.
A TV signal, in contrast, has a lot more work to do.
For each line of the 525 lines that make up a TV
picture, the video signal carries luminance information:
This tells the TV circuitry where to make the screen
black, where to make the screen bright enough to be
perceived as white, and renders every shade of gray in
between. At the end of each line, the composite video
signal has to synchronize the start of the next line.
At the end of 2621/2 horizontal lines, the composite
video signal makes sure that the TV circuitry causes
the electron beam (which paints the picture) to return to
the top of the screen at exactly the right instant, and, at
the same time, to blank out the spot so the viewer
won't see it.
In addition to all of this, the video signal must
contain color information for every color dot on every
one of those 525 lines that makes up each of the 30
frames that appear on the color TV screen every
second. This is quite an order.
The composite video signal is a complex signal, but
studying what's going on in that signal can greatly
enhance an understanding of TV operation.

Three major color TV transmission standards are found scattered
around the globe. The most used
standard in the western hemisphere is NTSC. In Western

Europe PAL is the primary standard, while SECAM is found in
France and the USSR. All three
are sprinkled worldwide, generally
following lines of the countries'
political affiliations at the time
that color transmissions were
started.
NTSC
In the United States, NTSC is
used. The NTSC stands for National Television Systems Committee, a subgroup of the Electronic
Industries Association (EIA). The
NTSC system was recommended
by the committee to the FCC and
was adopted by December of 1953.
Several restrictions were placed
on the system to be used in the
United States. The primary requirement was that existing b&w
receivers would be able to receive
transmissions.

EIA television
Monochrome television in the
United States was based on a
525 -line picture structure. The
525 -line format was broken into
two fields of 252.5 lines. Sixty
fields or 30 frames of complete pictures occurred each second. By alternating or interlacing lines on
the TV screen, objectionable flicker is eliminated in the reproduced
image. This system results in a
horizontal scan rate of 15,750 lines
per second. The picture was

negatively amplitude -modulated
on the visual carrier. In other
words, the greater the instantaneous video signal, the less the
actual modulation of the carrier at
that instant. This approach reduced the effect of electrical noise
on received video signals. Noise
that created spikes in the
transmitted signal resulted in
blacker -than -black video, for example, in the region of sync. One
drawback was that large spikes,
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greater than the amplitude of the contains information that forms
sync pulses, would momentarily
upset the sync of the pictures.
The 6MHz bandwidth signal was
to include an aural carrier that
used FM modulation to reduce interference. The aural carrier
would be located at 4.5MHz above
the visual carrier. After modula-

the b&w picture. One chroma
signal, an in -phase (I) component,
contains red -through -cyan information from the televised scene.
The quadrature -phase (Q) signal
contains green -through -magenta
information.
The I signal directly amplitudetion, special circuitry would modulates the 3.58 subcarrier,
remove some of the information while Q modulates a 90° shifted
below the visual carrier, resulting copy of the subcarrier. The bandin a narrower bandwidth vestigial widths are limited, I to about
sideband signal.
1MHz, Q to 500kHz, and the sub carrier signal is suppressed to
reduce interference. These are
Adding color
Because the NTSC insisted that then combined with Y to form the
color TV signals must be compati- composite video signal of NTSC.
In the receiver, you may be more
ble with existing b&w sets, the
process of adding color could not familiar with the terms R-Y and
create interference in the mono- B -Y as the color components. The
chrome picture. It was discovered color -difference components are
that the energy that formed the shifted in phase from I and Q by
picture was located in packets at 33°. The difference is corrected by
harmonics of the horizontal scan circuit components. Using R -Y
frequency. Proper selection of a and B -Y is less expensive in terms
color reference would place color of the required components for
information between the black and relatively stable decoding of the
the white data. A high frequency color information.
color subcarrier would be unPAL
noticeable on monochrome sets.
A number of variations of PAL
As a result of the study,
3.579545MHz (3.58MHz for short) are used throughout the world.
was chosen as the subcarrier fre- They are similar because of a
quency. Not only was it high 625 -line image structure, a field
enough to be filtered out by most rate of 50Hz and a frame rate of
b&w sets, it was 455x0.50 the 25Hz. The resulting horizontal
scan rate is 15,625Hz. A color sub horizontal scanning rate.
Adding the 3.58MHz signal carrier of 4.43361875MHz is comcaused the field rate to be moved mon.
Just as in NTSC, red, green and
to 59.94, the frame rate to become
29.975 and the horizontal scanning blue color signals are matrixed inrate to be 15,734.264. Circuitry in to luminance and chroma signals.
the receivers was not so critical The chroma components, usually
that it could not track these slight called U and V, are amplitude
modulated onto the subcarrier, but
changes, however.
for PAL the basic R-Y (V) component sees a subcarrier that is
RGB to YIQ
In a TV camera, red, green and shifted by 180° for every line. This
blue signals are formed by the is the origin of PAL or phase altercamera pickup tubes. These three nation, each line.
In the receiver an R -Y, B -Y designals are matrixed to form one
luminance and two chrominance coding usually is used, again due to
channels. Luminance, called the economics of receiver design. The
Y-channel, is primarily green, and circuitry is synchronized to shift
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the phase again on each line to
decode color properly. The reason
for the shift is to avoid level dependent phase shifts that may
occur in the signal as it travels
from the studio to the home
receiver. The removal of phase errors has caused PAL to jokingly be
called Phased At Last. The color
system avoids the need for a hue/ tint control on the receiver, and
because of its hue stability is considered superior in color reproduction to NTSC.
The variations in PAL are mainly the result of FM modulated
aural carrier frequency above the
visual carrier. Different offsets
from the visual carrier include
5.5MHz, 6MHz and 6.5MHz, resulting in overall bandwidths of
6MHz, 7MHz and 8MHz in the various vestigial sideband transmission systems.
The scanning frequencies of
PAL are sufficiently close to
NTSC that many NTSC receivers
can present an acceptable monochrome image. Color, however,
will not lock, if it appears at all.
The same situation occurs if a PAL
receiver is used to decode NTSC
signals. Because of close political
ties between many countries using
NTSC and PAL, variations of both
standards have been developed.
NTSC-4.43 uses NTSC timing with
the 4.43MHz subcarrier, while
PAL-3.58 uses PAL timing with
3.58MHz color.
PAL, like NTSC, uses a negative
amplitude modulation scheme to

avoid electromagnetic interference in the pictures.
SECAM
SECAM is a line -sequential color
system, and uses delay lines to
combine the various components.
The name comes from French that
means sequential colors and
memory, but humorously is called
System Essentially Contrary to
American Method.
AM modulation is used on the

visual carrier to transmit a matrixed luminance signal. During
each line time, one of the two
chrominance signals is transmitted by FM modulation of the
chroma subcarrier. The basic R-Y
and B -Y signals thus are sent
alternately. In the receiver, a
switching circuit directs the components to the proper decoding circuitry, while delay lines are used to
ensure that both components arrive for decoding at the same time.
Decoding of the color components
also is involved with the use of
4.406250MHz for red -related information and 4.250MHz for blue -

related data.
In the many variations of
SECAM, both positive and negative AM modulation of visual information are found. Also differing from NTSC and PAL, AM
modulation of the aural carrier is
sometimes used. Channel bandwidths generally are wider than
NTSC, although vestigial sideband
filtering is used to reduce them to
some extent.
The line structure of the
SECAM image is based on 625
lines with a field rate of 50 per second. If the transmission uses
negative AM visual modulation, a
PAL receiver might produce a
monochrome image, but locked
color is impossible.
Systems using SECAM as a
transmission standard must use
some other form of color standard
in their studios. It is impossible for
a SECAM signal to be used with
special effects, including simple
fades from one picture to another.
For that reason, PAL, or occasionally NTSC, is found within the
production facility, with the conversion to SECAM prior to the

transmitter.

DM10. .

$39.95*

.

Don't settle for an analog multitester. Now, for the same low price you
can have a reliable digital multimeter

that's easier to use, easier to read,
and is three times more accurate.
DCV accuracy 0.8% of reading
1/2" LCD digits
5 Functions (ohms, DCA, ACV, DCV,

Diode check)

Overload protection (250V in ohms)
250 Hour battery life.
This is the ideal carry-one -anywhere
meter. Tool box, glove box, shirt
pocket. Whenever you need to make
a measurement, you're ready.
Also available, featuring a continuity
beeper, is the DM10B for only $49.95.*
Both models include a 9V battery,
safety test leads, and operator's manual.
Get one now at your local Beckman

Industrial distributor.

*Suggested list price.

Beckman Industrial

Stereo audio
The most recent improvement to
any TV transmission has been the

use of stereo aural signals.
Binaural audio was initiated in

A subsidiary of Emerson Electric Co.

630 Puente Blvd.
Brea, Calif. 92621
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Japan by NHK (the Japanese
Broadcasting Company) in 1978.
The stereo mode is used primarily
for music programming, baseball
and Sumo wrestling, while news
and other programs often use the
capability for bilingual
purposes.
Germany began 2 -channel audio
transmissions in 1981. Using two
aural carriers, the German system
also provides stereo capability for
music presentations, while bilingual audio is normally provided for
news and information programs.
The Zenith/dbx system, recommended by the EIA Broadcast
Television Systems Committee
(BTSC), was protected by the
FCC's decision in March 1984. The
system was designed to meet
several qualifications. It must be
compatible with present monaural
receivers: For example, a stereo
mode transmission may not cause
undue interference with mono
televisions. In addition to a stereo
mode, the system includes a
separate audio program (SAP)
channel for use with bilingual
presentations or even non-related
information. A third channel is
provided for use by TV stations for
cueing remote crews, telemetry to
the transmitter or other data
transmissions. Special audio processing (by dbx Inc.) is required to
keep audio bandwidths in check
and to provide audio signals that
at least equal, and hopefully exceed, the quality of current monaural audio.
Implementation of stereo audio
in the United States may be slow,
as it will be expensive for many
stations to change their systems.
2 -channel

More defined pictures
The next few years will offer improved definition in pictures. High
definition (HDTV), high quality
(HQTV) and enhanced definition
(EDTV) imaging has been demonstrated by NHK (Japan) and the
CBS network, as well as by a
number of manufacturers' research departments. Sony and
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Ikegami lead the list of equipment
manufacturers working on systems that will display up to 1125
line pictures.
Several ideas are being considered in the United States. One
approach doubles the 525 -line
structure to 1050 lines. This can be
achieved in either of two approaches: Cameras could be used
to create the extra lines, or

microprocessor -based systems
would look at the existing 525 lines
and develop interim information to

fill in the blanks. Another ap-

proach uses a large memory in the
television that receives the signal
in an interlaced format, then reads
the stored data out onto the screen
in a sequential scan approach. The
CBS research division has shown a
2 -channel approach to improved
definition. One channel would be
used to transmit a normal picture
signal, while a second channel
would carry the information for
higher definition.
The improved definition systems
plan on a change in the aspect
ratio of the picture. Instead of the
current 4H:3V format, the newer
pictures will use a 5H:3V format.
Generally, HDTV and its variations will require a new TV set.
Via satellite
Satellite distribution of TV
signals is not new. The Public
Broadcast Service (PBS) has used
a satellite interlink between its
network headquarters and over
270 stations for several years. The
commercial networks have been
using satellite technology to
transport programming from their
technical centers, while cable
systems typically receive distant

channels and special services via
satellite TVRO systems. But within about two years, it is possible
that all interested viewers may be
able to use direct broadcast
satellite (DBS) reception.
DBS may require the user to install a small dish antenna to receive signals in the 12GHz range.
Special receiver systems probably

will convert the signals to work
with present sets. Ideally the viewer will have an improved receiver

for higher definition pictures.
In addition, development of new
transmission formats has introduced component color transmissions. By removing the 3.58MHz
subcarriers, improved color reception is possible without many of
the faults noted for NTSC and
PAL color systems. Depending
upon which of the multiplexed
analog component systems (MAC
for short) might be selected, it
would be possible for various
modes of transmission to be provided. The picture could be arranged for high definition with the
newer aspect ratio, although 4:3
pictures also could be sent. Up to
eight channels of digital audio

would allow stereo transmission in
different languages. Or the use of
several digital data channels for
text -based screen displays, such as
teletext, would be possible. MAC
systems also could allow addressability to millions of individual TV receiver systems for
special pay-TV services.
When the DBS service becomes
a reality, consumers who have purchased low cost TVRO systems
may find they have to invest in
new systems if they hope to get the
new, enhanced services successfully. Conversions of the "cheap"
systems that have flooded the
market will be unuseable or at last

inferior to DBS-type equipment.
More in store

Flat screen televisions surfaced

at the 1984 Chicago CES show.
Thus it would seem that the long
predicted picture frame on the wall
may be reality soon, but probably
at a high price. It will be followed
by 3 -dimensional imaging. Unlike

the questionably successful attempts at 3-D that were shown in
1983, the 1984 demonstrations
provided impressive dimensional
images. Like 3-D movies and
earlier red/cyan attempts, viewers
will wear some form of glasses to
watch the program. Without differently polarized material in front
of each eye, the image will be a
somewhat confusing picture.
What comes next is hard to say.
Aldous Huxley introduced feelies
in "Brave New World Revisited."
Perhaps smellovision will follow
that!
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TELEVISION SIGNAL STANDARDS

REFERENCE WHITE LEVEL
VERTICAL SYNC
EQUALIZING
PULSE INTERVAL/ PULSE INTERVAL
BLANKING LEVEL
-REFERENCE BLACK LEVEL
-MAXIMUM CARRIER VOLTAGE
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REFERENCE WHITE LEVEL
REAR SLOPE OF VERTICAL BLANKING (See note 3)
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2

Horizontal dimensions not in scale in Figures
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1/10 OF MAX. BLANKING
1
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3
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DETAIL BETWEEN 4-4 IN FIGURE 2

Figure 4.
8 CYCLES MIN.

0.90S TO 1.1S

/

r

0.02H

MIN.-

NOTES
1. H

in less than 0.1H.

0.006H MIN.

-0.125H

= Time from start of one line to start of next line.

2. V = Time from start of one field to start of next field.
3. Leading and trailing edges of vertical blanking should be

0.075H

-±0.005H
0.145H MIN.

complete

DETAIL BETWEEN 5-5 IN FIGURE 3

Leading and trailing slopes of horizontal blanking must be steep enough to
preserve minimum and maximum values of (x + y) and (z) under all conditions of
picture content.
5. Dimensions marked with asterisk indicate that tolerances given are permitted
only for long time variations and not for successive cycles.
6. Equalizing pulse area shall be between 0.45 and 0.5 of area of a horizontal
sync pulse.
7. Color burst follows each horizontal pulse, but is omitted following the equalizing
pulses and during the broad vertical pulses.
8. Color burst to be omitted during monochrome transmissions.
9. The burst frequency shall be 3.579545MHz. The tolerance on the frequency shall
be ±0.0003% with a maximum rate of change of frequency not to exceed 1/10Hz
per second.
10 The horizontal scanning frequency shall be 2/455 times the burst frequency.
11 The dimensions specified for the burst determine the times of starting and
stopping the burst but not its phase. The color burst consists of amplitude
modulation of a continuous sine wave.
12. Dimension P represents the peak excursion of the luminance signal at blanking
level but does not include the chrominance signal. Dimension S is the sync
amplitude above blanking level. Dimension C is the peak carrier amplitude.
4.

Figure

5.

The composite video signal has a lot of work to do, as this representation shows. Figures 1 through 5 contain
the information necessary to paint the TV picture, color it, synchronize the circuits that cause the horizontal
and vertical motion of the electron beam, and blank the electron spot when it's moving back to start another
!me or frame. (Waveform drawings taken from the "Handbook of Electronics Tables and Formulas" courtesy
of Howard W. Sams & Company, Indianapolis, IN).
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Troubleshooting
Tips

Normal sound but no picture;
strong snow on the raster
RCA CTC101
(Photofact 1896-2)
When operated on the test bench, the RCA color
receiver had no picture, only snow. However, the
snow was not the conventional kind. Instead, the
noise dots were very large, resembling those from an
arcing flyback. I listened for audible arcs and found
the flyback was originating some noise. Because
RCA has had a fairly high flyback failure rate, I
decided to replace this flyback. The new flyback was
quiet, but the screen still showed large snow dots.
I injected a VA48 signal into the video IFs and
used a scope to prove video was present at the TP1
testpoint at the output of the IC's third IF. Normal
video also was present at the pin 3 input of the
comb -filter module. Next, I scoped the delay line,
finding only noise without video there. Also, the
comb -filter output at pin 15 had noise without video.
With the upstream end of R707 disconnected from
pin 15 and a video signal applied to R707, the screen
showed a good clear video pattern. After checking
the do voltages on the comb -filter module without
finding anything significant, I concluded the module
must be defective and ordered a new one. But when
I replaced the comb -filter module, there was no im-

checked components of the color-oscillator circuit,
finding L803 was open. The coil had to be backordered, but when it was installed, the television
operated correctly on monochrome and color.
Lester M. Troeckler, Jr.
Edwardsville, IL

Horizontal cannot be locked
Magnavox T809-10
(Photofact 2025-1)
According to the large number of diagonal horizontal bars across the TV screen, the horizontal
oscillator was far out of frequency. Adjustments of
the horizontal -hold control changed the number of
horizontal lines very little. Therefore, the horizontal -oscillator circuit was suspect, and because
this is a modular -type receiver, I replaced the
horizontal-oscillator/driver circuit board. When the
picture appeared, I expected to see a synchronized
picture. But the many diagonal stripes proved the
oscillator frequency was far from correct.
2.5V
HORIZ

Q5

SW

Q6

REG DRIVER

89.6V

148V

C24
001

R13

1000

SW REG

R14

89 3V

68
2W

F82
88 oV

R15
100

C8

Dol

provement.

U800 CHROMA PROCESSOR

'1

19
8

5.53V

A

5

53V

I4V

After studying the schematic, I noticed that comb filter module pin 7 was supplied with 3.58MHz from
the color oscillator (without tripled 3.58MHz applied
to pin 3 of integrated circuit U1, UI cannot process
or pass the video signal). But when pin 7 was scoped,
there was no signal. Also, the 3.58MHz was missing
from U800 pin 21. When I injected a test 3.58MHz
signal at pin 21, the video appeared on the screen. I
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Next, I obtained Photofact 2025-1 and located the
horizontal oscillator -driver module on the schematic
(a note said "non -repairable; replace only"). Since I
had replaced the module before, I decided to measure do voltages of the various module pins. At the
supply -voltage end of R227 (a 5609 resistor supplying pin 13), the voltage expected to be + 87.9V was
extremely high, almost equal to the + 148V supply
voltage at the input of R228 that is connected to pin
8. This indicated a regulator defect that increased
the regulated voltage.
After examining the regulator schematic for
several minutes, I suspected Q6 switching-regulator
transistor. After Q6 was removed from the board, I
checked it with my ohmmeter, finding an emitter-to collector short. Replacement with an ECG165 restored normal operation.

ce voltage had triggered
Excessive regulated source
the safety shut -down circuit that in this model
changes the horizontal -oscillator frequency so much
that it cannot be locked by the hold control. The
horizontal oscillator -driver module responded as designed when the high voltage was excessive from a

defect elsewhere.
Howard R. Gain
Dearing, GA
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unincorporated firm, its name and address, as well as that
of each individual must be given. If the publication is
published by a nonprofit organization. its name and address must be stated.) Intertec Publishing Corp., 9221
Quivira Rd., Overland Park, KS 66215.
8. Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security
holders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities (If there
are none, so state): None.
9. Paragraphs 7 and 8 'include, in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, also the statements in the two paragraphs show the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to
the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner. Names and addresses of individuals who are
stockholders of a corporation which itself is a stockholder
or holder of bonds, mortgages or other securities of
paragraphs 7 and 8 when the interests of such individuals
are equivalent to 1 percent or more of the total amount of
the stock or securities of the publishing corporation.
10. This item must be completed for all publications except those that do not carry advertising other than the
publisher's own and are named in sections 132,231.
132,232 and 132,233, postal manual (Sections 4355a,
4354b, and 4356 of Title 39, United States Code).
Average No.
Copies Each
Single

Issue
During
Preceding
12 Months

Issue
Nearest
To Filing
Date

57,834

58,550

WP-707A
Dual DC power supply, 0-25V 0-2A

Automatic Short Circuit Shutdown with Reset
Button.
Excellent Line & Load Regulation.
LED overload

or current.

A. Total No. Copies

May be used in series to provide 0-50V DC

Printed (Net Press
Run)
B. Paid and/or

Requested
Circulation
I. Sales through
dealers and
carriers, street
vendors and
counter sales
2. Mail subscriptions
Total Paid
Circulation
Free Distribution
(including
samples) by mail,
carrier delivery
or other means
Total Distribution
(Sum of C and D)
Office use, leftover, unaccounted
spoiled after
printing .
Total (Sum of E

C.

D.

E.
F.

.

G.

and F should
equal net press
run shown in A)

with excellent line and load
regulation.

147

92

56,408

54,356

56,555

54,448
WP -105A 0-50V, 2A regulated

output, DC voltmeter, continuously variable between ranges.

482

502

57,037

54,950

797

3,600

57,834

58,550

@

0-2A
WP-712A Single output 20V, 2A

certify that the statements made by me above are correct. (Signature of editor, publisher, business manager, or
owner.)
ERIC JACOBSON
I

indicators.

digital voltmeters with range of

0 to 99.9
VDC. May be used to measure DC source voltage
Two

VIZ's line of DC power supplies have a contemporary

new design along with up-to-date features and
pecifications which offer you laboratory and indus rial type performance-with style. This line of DC
power supplies is well suited for servicing a wide
variety of electronic equipment as well as production testing, circuit design, quality inspection and
educational applications. Single, Dual & Triple output units are available.
The WP-707A dual

power supply has two digital
panel meters which can be switched to monitor
voltage and, or current of either output.

TEST EQUIPMENT
division of VIZ Manufacturing Co
335 E PRICE STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
215i844-2626 TLX 710-670-2626 800/523-3696

VIZ

,
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logy, system and component test
requirements, types of fiber-optic

instruments and applications.
Circle (77) on Reply Card

Splitter combiner
for VHF lowband/midband
Model number 3329-88/120 from

Strip oval shaped feeder cables
Rush Wire Strippers announces
the Model F, a precision die blade
automatic stripper for stripping
TV feeder cables.
The Model F is a light -weight,
automatic hand tool that strips the
insulation neatly from oval shaped
TV feeder cables with PVC, teflon,
or PTFE insulations. Cables are
cleanly stripped with no risk of
nicking, cutting or deforming the
conductors.

Microwave Filter Company can be
used to separate or combine the
VHF sub and lowbands 5-88MHz
and the VHF mid, high and super bands 120-450MHz.

Circle (75) on Reply Card

Heating element is under tip
A general purpose soldering iron
that features the heating element
directly under the tip for thermal
efficiency has been presented by

M.M. Newman Corporation.
The Antex model X-25 soldering
iron heats up to 750°F in 45s,
and although it is a 25W iron is

-

-

the equivalent of 40W conventional irons. The slide -on iron
plated tips cannot stick or freeze;
they are available in 3/32 -inch,
1/8 -inch and 3/16 -inch diameter.
Also featured is a thermoset
plastic handle that will not melt if
touched by another hot iron.

Passband loss is 1dB with a

mutual isolation of 25dB
minimum. Impedance is 7552 and
the filter comes with F (female)
connectors on its three ports. The
common port is used for the input
or the output. One port is for the
sub and lowbands and one port is
for the midband and above.
Circle (78) on Reply Card

TI detector
Micro Scientific Labs is releasing the HR1000 Terrestrial Interference Detector Gun. By using
the HR1000, a TVRO installer can
run a fast terrestrial interference

Circle (81) on Reply Card

Workbook on fiber-optic testing
A workbook covering the essentials of testing fiber-optic components and systems is available
from Fotec. The workbook was
developed to accompany the Fotec
seminars and training programs
available on tape, but can be used
as a separate teaching aid for
anyone wishing to learn about
fiber-optic testing.
The workbook, titled "Practical
Testing of Fiber -Optic Systems
and Components: Seminar Workbook," covers basic fiber-optic
communication system technoElectronic Servicing

&
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Dual soldering station
Edsyn's 935-2 Dual Soldering
Station consists of one power supply module (static -free construction) that supports two different
models of soldering tools simultaneously.
The two soldering tools are the
CL1080 (power output of up to
70W on demand) and CL1180
(50W on demand). Both tools are
designed for safety on static -sensitive components. Each soldering
tool contains the proportional
solid-state circuitry that regulates
temperature to ± 6°F (3°C).
Temperature range is 400°F to
800°F (205°C to 425°C).
While not in use each tool is
placed in its ówn removable, closed
pod atop the power supply module;
the closed design minimizes heat
loss, thus conserving energy. It
also extends tip life, and isolates
the hot element and tip from objects that could pass through an
open, spring -type holder. The
holder also catches solder splashes
into a replaceable solder-debris
collector.

Circle (76) on Reply Card
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time base calibration and measurement of audio signals and transmitter frequencies, particularly
ham radio.
Circle (80) on Reply Card

Hardened steel, precision

ground die blades are activated by
a single squeeze of the tool
handles. The blades automatically
cut the insulation and the slug is
removed.

MAX -500 frequency counter
Global Specialties has introduced
the MAX -500 frequency counter.
Designed with 5Hz to 500MHz
response, the MAX -500 also features 4-ppm accuracy and an
8 -digit, 7 -segment LED display.
The range of the MAX -500 makes
it suitable for a variety of applications, including signal processing,

Short-circuit locator
check to determine interference
contours, identify the source of interference and minimize or overcome the problem. The hand-held,
self-contained device features a
65° LNA/25dB gain feed horn,
broadband amplifier and 2% meter
circuitry. It is selectively tuned to
cover a 3.7GHz to 4.2GHz frequency range. The unit provides a beam
width narrow enough to permit
walking to an interfering carrier
or noise source.

From Micro Products Unlimited
comes the audible -tone ESP (Electronic Short Path -finder) designed
to pinpoint short circuits within
0.2 inch of their location whether
or not PC boards are fully loaded.
The unit is relatively inexpensive
and, according to the manufacturer, uses two test leads and
probe to cut troubleshooting time
by 95%. ESP is available in the
plug-in ac-powered model JL-A or
the model JL-N with battery pack
for field use.

Circle (79) on Reply Card
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New power conditioner
for microcomputers
Topaz announces its Peak Current Line 2 power conditioners
designed specifically to meet the
needs of microcomputers that
have internal switched -mode
power supplies.
Besides providing protection
against electrical noise disturbances, these power conditioners
also provide immediate correction
of voltage fluctuations that can impair computer performance. Featuring Powerlogic microprocessor controlled voltage regulation, output voltage is corrected to within
+ 4% to - 8% of nominal rated
voltage for input voltage variations of + 15% to - 25%. Because
of low forward transfer impedance, Line 2 power conditioners provide undistorted power
to high -crest -factor loads, such as
the switched-mode power supplies
commonly found in today's
microcomputers.

neither a foamy residue nor a
destructively water -soaked area in
the fire's aftermath, damage that
can be worse than damage from
the fire. Barely as tall as a soda
bottle, the one -pound Falcon Extinguisher may be kept on a shelf,
in a drawer or in the available, optional wall -mount holder.
Circle (85) on Reply Card

Digital clamp testers
Models 40 and 42 digital clamp
testérs introduced by Triplett Corporation (A Penril Company) per-

x 11 -inch forms have grids to
simplify drawing and layout and
include areas for entering other
81/2

important information.

Circle (87) on Reply Card

De -soldering tool series
Wahl Clipper Industrial Products has introduced a series of
three anti-static or static -free de soldering tools that are equally appropriate for industrial use, and
for the home electronics hobbyist.

mit fast voltage, current and
resistance measurements without
breaking the conductors or insulation in a circuit. An integral split
yoke (2% -inch ID) can be opened

Features include one -hand operation, durable construction, high
vacuum, recoil protection and selfcleaning plunger. Thumb profiles
are comfortable.

Circle (83) on Reply Card

Mini drilling system
Automated Production Equipment model SRS 020 miniature
drilling system provides for all
drilling, grinding and polishing of
PCBs during repair operations.
This portable equipment includes a
variable regulated power supply
and features a precision, miniature
hand-held drill, with an infinitely
adjustable 3/16 -inch, 3-jaw chuck.
Bits, burs and abrasives are also and clamped around a single con included. Model SRS 020 is ductor for fast laboratory or inpackaged in a high impact plastic field testing. Standard test-lead
carry case.
measurement of voltage and resisCircle (84) on Reply Card
tance also can be accomplished.
The large 31/z -inch digit LCD is
easy to read and autoranging on
Extinguishes electrical fires
all functions, annunciator and
without leaving residue
overrange indication are provided.
A compact UL -listed Falcon
Circle (86) on Reply Card
Halon 1211 fire extinguisher
specifically designed for electronics benches and workshop
Project forms available
areas surrounded with costly test
A set of time -saving project
equipment has been developed by design forms useful to electronic
Falcon Safety Products. Halon technicians, hobbyists and engi1211 snuffs out electrical fires, neers is available from AF
burning grease and chemicals Publishing Company.
without making a mess or leaving
The six different forms-block
a harmful residue.
diagram form, schematic form, PC
Halon 1211 under pressure, five board layout form, construction
times heavier than air, speeds into details form, parts list and wire
hard -to -reach areas within a TV list-come 50 sheets per pad. Each
set, a fuse box or a computer. It is on a different color paper for
evaporates completely, leaving easy selection and reference. The

Circle (88) on Reply Card

New aerosol product restores
TV tuner performance
One of the high technology
aerosol chemicals available from
Philips ECG, a North American
Philips company, is PH900-16
Tuner Restorer and Lubricant that

coats contacts with a neutral lubricant, reducing friction and protecting against oxidation. It is recommended for all types of mechanical tuners used in imported
and domestic television sets.

November 1985
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Test

your electronic
knowledge
This is a quiz review. Ten questions from previous quizes have
been rewritten for this issue.

E.) used for converting sine waveforms to sawtooth waveforms.

1. Which of the following is correct regarding a compiler?
A.) It is software.
B.) It is hardware.
C.) It is a section inside a

current required to deflect the
meter pointer to full scale is

microprocessor
D.) It is used for making alphabetical lists.
E.) It is a computer trade name.
2. The purpose of the circuit in
Figure 1 is to
A.) eliminate harmonics.
B.) introduce phase inversion.
C.) produce oscillations.
D.) produce a glitch.
E.) increase input impedance.
3. The circuit of Figure 2 is
A.) in a common collector con-

figuration.
B.) in a common base configuration.
C.) in a common emitter configuration.
D.) inoperative due to incorrect.
supply polarity.

N

4. A certain meter is rated at
100,00011 per volt. The amount of

100µA.
50µA.
25µA.
10µA.
E.) 1µA.
A.)
B.)
C.)
D.)

COIL

Figure 3.

5. The collector current of a certain transistor flows through a
relay coil. Which of the following
components would be connected
across the coil to protect the transistor from inductive kickback?
A.) VIR

B.) VOR
C.) VER
D.) VDR
E.) VAX

7. Refer to the ladder diagram of
Figure 3. The lamp (L) is
A.) On all of the time.
B.) On only while the switch is

closed.
C.) Off only while the switch is
closed.
D.) Off all of the time.
8. Which of the following best
describes an electret?

A.) permanent magnet

6. The reciprocal of

reactance is

susceptance.
conductance.
elastance.
impedance.
E.) (none of these choices is correct).
A.)
B.)
C.)
D.)

B.) non -polarized electrolytic
capacitor
C.) very high impedance volt-

meter
D.) permanently charged dielectric
E.) feed-through capacitor
9. Which of the following is used
to prevent false triggering of an
SCR in an inductive circuit?
A.) snuggie
B.) snippet
C.) snubber
D.) snobbie
E.) (none of these choices is correct).

-v

a

INPUT

10. Which
OUTPUT

Figure

56

Figure 2.

1.
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SW

of the

following is

preferred-because of its lower
noise - in an RF circuit?
A.) MOSFET
B.) NPN transistor

Answers are on page

60.

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-327-0224
POPULAR CAPACITOR ASSORTMENT BAGS (PC Mount)
mfd (1X2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10),(22),(33),(47),
-12 pcs. @ 50V
(100),(220),(330),(470)
9 pcs. @160V
D mfd (.47),(1),(2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10),(22),(33),(47)
@250V
- 8 pcs.
D mfd (1),(2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10),(22),(33),(47)
@350V
- 7 pcs.
D mfd (1),(2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10),(22),(33)
5 pcs. @450V
mfd (1),(2.2),(3.3),(4.7),(10)
flyer.
Call and ask for our current

Photofact
These Photof act folders for TV receivers and other
equipment have been released by Howard W. Sa-ns &
Co. since the last report in ES&T.

2358-1

2360-1

221-103....$4.95
221-132....$2.95
221-140....$7.95

2SD1398 ..$2.80
D 2SC1114 ..$3.75

2355-1

221-158-01 .$3.95

221-175....$7.95
221-178....$4.95
221-179-01 .$7.95
221.190.... $7.95

221-193....$5.95
185-9-01

(triac)

$4.95

HA1388
HA1396
HA1398
uPC1181
UPC1182
UPC1185H
2SC2580
2SA1105

$2.95
$5.50
$2.50
$1.00
$1.00
$2.25
$2.95
$2.95

.

.

.

$1.50

Optic Photo Isolator Cell
2.5 Amp 1000 PIV Rectifier
F0241 Color Flybacks

5

2357-2

PANASONIC
CTF-1900, CTG -1900

2358-2

SANYO

F0192A
F0239
F0260
Quick Connects for 59U (#859

2359-2

SEARS
564.41000450

2360-2

$15.60
$15.54
$18.28
$20.28
$19.20
100 for $30.00

Quantity Prices Available
Letters of credit and all checks placed on deposit with Bank of Hallendale,
FL. VISA & Master Charge accepted. Min. order $75. FOB Dania, FL.
Catalog $3, refundable upon order.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

2359-1

SEARS
562.42580450

for $17.50

100 for $7.95

F1123

PANASONIC
CTF1913

Chassis A4S-40500, A6S-35000

2SC1124 ..$ .95
2SD871 ...$4.25
CX101G ..$10.50
CX103 ...$10.50
D CX143A ..$10.50
D UPC1368H2$3.95
UPC1367C .$3.75
(Subs CX557A)

$5 95

DA101

GENERAL

MAGNAVOX
RE4050SLO1

#s

STEREO

2357-1

JCPenney
685-2074-10

$ 3.50 ea.
100 for $16.50
100 for $169

TRANSISTORS & I.C.'s...MIN. 10, CAN MIX

D MN8303...$3.95

HITACHI
CT2539

MONTHLY SPECIALS

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANSISTORS
$2.50 ea. Min. 10,
2SD1555
1 yr. Warranty
BU208(165)
D 1308K Sanyo
D 2SC1172B
D 2SD1341 P Sanyo

HITACHI
CT -2541, CT -2542, CT -2543

$3.25
$3.30
$3.95
$3.75
$2.95

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS
2022 Tigertail Blvd., Dania, FL 33004
Phone (305) 920.3550 TOLL FREE: 1.800.327.0224
Circle (19) on Reply Card

SONY

Chassis SCC-474E-A

2356-1

TOSHIBA
Chassis TAC8400, TAC8405

2356-2

TOSHIBA
Chassis TAC8410, TAC8415

2361.1

WARDS
JSS12334A

?355-2

ZENITH
A1310W1, A1310S1, A1316W3, A1382W1,
SA1319W1

2361-2

CIRCUIT REPAR KITS
050

Computerfact
ATARI
800XL

CC11

C. ITOH
M -8510A P

CP12

EPSON
FX100

CP11

NEC
PC -8023A -N

CP10'

Repair PCB circuitry quickly, easily. A.P.E.'s SRS -050 Repair Kits
give you everything you need to repair or replace actual Printed
Circuit Board circuitry, including plated through -holes where an
interfacial connection is required. Five kits provide the right quantities
of circuitry, tools and materials for your needs plus a comprehensive
instruction manual. Call or write for full details.

Automated Production Equipment Corp.
142 Peconic Ave.,
Medford, NY 11763.516-654- 197
TWX:

510-228-2120
Circle (20) on Reply Card
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Symptoms and cures compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

MIg

r
Chassis-Sony

KV -1913 SCC265B

1

r

PHOTOFACT- 1954-2

Chassis-Sony

KV -1920

2

PHOTOFACT- 1455-2
0504
VERT OUT

FROM NEGATIVE

BRIDGE
0601

0602

REG DRIVER

REG OU7

R540
120

R605 180

R539
68K
R543

VR505
BIAS

10

VERT

LEAKY

C523

330µF`¡'

10K,

OR

11:

SHORTED

+130V

\

OPEN

Symptom-Shutdown occurs instantly after turn-on.
Cure-Check regulator -driver transistor 0601, and

Symptom-Foldover at top or bottom of picture
Cure Check R539, and replace it if open or increased

replace it if leaky or shorted.

in value.

-

Y
Chassis-Sony

KV -1930R SCC-64B

PHOTOFACT-

1592-1

3

Chassis-Sony

4

KV -1920D SCC-100F-A

PHOTOFACT-1708-2

FROM NEGATIVE BRIDGE

R316

0601

0931
OUTPUT

REG

REG

12K

DRIVER

+12.1V

it

C31íir

R604 33

22NF ,r

D301

ERRATIC
ACC

4.7K

R319

C316
4. 7NF

15K

SHORTED

Symptom-HV and sound are present, but there

R317
20K

+12.1V

is no

raster or picture.
Cure-Check regulator transistor 0931, and replace it
if shorted.

-

Symptom Intermittent or no color
Cure Clean and adjust (or replace) VR301.

-

y

Chassis-Sony

KV-1920D SCC100F-A

5

PHOTOFACT-1708-2

Chassis-Sony
PHOTOFACT

KV-2649R SCC406-A

6

- 2180-2

L1301

0601

TO M1301

ERROR AMP

0607

ERRATIC

SWITCH

VR601
135V ADJ

0608

1

SWITCH 2

1000

R621

6200

D608
R640
47K

R629
20K

R651
10K

SHORTED

+10.3V
+135V

Symptom

- Picture blacks -out erratically; sound, okay.

Cure-Clean or replace

VR601 and adjust for

regulated + 135V.

-7

D609

R639
9100

SHORTED

7V

+10.3V

-

Antenna/auxiliary switch will not operate.
Cure Check transistors 0607 and 0608, and replace
if shorted.
Symptom

-

J
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to detailed instructions

for

devising digital ICs they will

Japan -a total of approximately
50,000 devices. There are full

use-with requisite compo- descriptions and control
nents- in many practical specifications for more than

Editor's note: Periodically Electronic Servicing & Technology
features books dealing with subjects
of interest to our readers. Please
direct inquiries and orders to the
publisher at the address given,

rather than to us.
Using Integrated Circuit Logic
Devices, by Delton T. Horn; Tab
Books; 432 pages; $21.95
hardbound, $14.95 paperback.
Aiming both to those to whom
digital circuitry seems confusing,
and to technicians who seek to
refresh prior knowledge, the
author uses analog electronics for
comparison to explain the complexities of digital logic. Readers
proceed through theory, mathematical concepts including binary
arithmetic, Boolean algebra and
the hexadecimal number system,

applications.
Projects include a digital logic
probe that can be used to
study - and troubleshoot-other
projects, a digital clock -oscillator,
bounce -free switch and an LED
flasher. Additionally, there are
directions for building a number of
useful and entertaining devices
plus troubleshooting hints and
tips. There are 565 illustrations.
Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

Towers' International Digital IC
Selector, by T.D. Towers, Tab
Books; 248 pages; $19.95 vinyl
cover only.
This book's principal thrust is to
provide instant access to essential
data on all types of IC devices
manufactured worldwide, both
current and obsolete. There is an
alphanumeric listing, by device
type number, of all standard ICs
produced in the United States, the
United Kingdom, continental
Europe, Eastern Europe and

NESDA
Computer Group
COMPUTER SALES AND SERVICE DEALERS
WORKING TOGETHER

10,000 common denominator units.
Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

Video Electronics Technology,
by David Graham; Tab Books;
256 pages; $15.95 hardbound,
$10.95 paperback.
Keeping up with rapid advances
in technology is easier when
related information can be drawn
from a single source. This book
was written to provide a 1 -stop
reference for developing video
technologies for microwave and
satellite television to VCRs and
laser -scanned videodiscs. Someone
working in any phase of video
electronics or an allied field, or
simply interested in the subject,
will find detailed coverage,
beginning with a review of the
principles of b&w television and
continuing with an update of
present and future systems.
Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214.

Plug in!

To the NESDA

system.

YOUR BUSINESS

Service training.
Assistance in
selecting in-house

l

equipment and
software.

NESDA

Specialized software for service
management.

Factory contracts for service literature and parts.

Involvement in

a

stable and productive national

trade association.

is in the world's fastest changing
industry. If you're not careful, you could find
your business in the dark.
But, you don't have to stay there.
Through a system of local, state, and regional groups,
the National Electronics Sales & Service Dealers Assn.
(NESDA) keeps members up-to-date with the fast pace
of advancing technology while offering:
Managerial and technical training.
Business contacts.
Technical and management certification.
Information on new products.
Legislative activities that affect the industry.
Don't be left in the dark. Let the NESDA system work
FOR YOU!

For more information and an application, write to:
NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109; Ph (817) 921.9061
Name
Bus. Name

-

Address
FOR MORE INFORMATION SEND BUSINESS CARD TO:

NESDA COMPUTER GROUP, 2708 WEST BERRY STREET
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76109; PHONE (817) 921-9061

State
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Questions are on page

56.

ATTENTION

TECHNICIANS
*

JOB OPENINGS

*

MONTHLY TECHNICAL
TRAINING PROGRAM

*

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
TRAINING

*
*
*

LOW COST INSURANCE

CERTIFICATION

TECHNICAL SEMINARS

struction articles, schematics,
manuals on surplus equipment and
specialized service manuals also
are listed.

All of this in a nonprofit

international association
for technicians

Circle (125) on Reply Card

FIND OUT MORE:

\.
t\
w ETA
r/,

2. E.

A 31 -page catalog from Plato
Products features the company's
entire product line of replacement

soldering and desoldering tips for
popular makes and models of
soldering/desoldering equipment,
precision controlled solder pots,
Plato wick, Platoshears, tweezers,
tools and aids.

Nno

R.R. 3 Box 564
IN 46135

Greencastle,

Circle (126) on Reply Card

MOVING?
If you're planning a move in
the near future, don't risk
missing an issue of Elec-

SINCE 1950
LEADING SPOKESMAN

tronic

TRADE INFORMATION
DISPENSER

Technology. Please give us
6-8 weeks notice if you're
planning on changing your
address. Just write in your
new address below and mail
this coupon, WITH YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION MAILING
LABEL, to:

WATCHDOG
NATESA SCOPE
STANDARDS YARDSTICK
CONSUMER RELATIONS
PROBLEM SOLVER
CONCISE PRACTICAL
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
MANUAL

s red.,eagy

Subscriber Services
P. 0. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212

CUSTOMER PLEASING
PROFIT PRODUCING
ORDER FORMS

It is called a bootstrap cir-

3. C. The input is at the base and
the output is at the collector. The
emitter is common to the input and
output signals.
4. D. The full-scale deflection is
the reciprocal of the ohms-per -volt
rating.

5. D. The resistance of the
voltage -dependent resistor is low
when the voltage across it is high.
This device practically short cir-

cuits the inductive kickback
voltage of the coil.
6. A. The

State
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symbol for suscep-

tance is B.

&

7. A. The switch is in series with
a normally open contact, so it cannot operate the coil.

8. D. Electrets are used in
microphones, speakers and other
electronic devices.
9. C. This circuit consists of a
resistor and a capacitor in series.
It is connected across the SCR.

reason is that the
MOSFET does not have partition
noise.

Name
Address
City

TECHNICIAN DEVELOPER

Technology

It converts high-level

10. A. One

PARTS PROCUREMENT
EXPEDITOR
SERVICE BUSINESS
DIVERSIFICATION PLANS

&

Servicing

ELECTRONIC
sernvy

SERVICE CONTRACT
MANUAL
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1. A.

language to machine or assembly
language.

cuit.

d/i
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Answers
to the Quiz

ETCO Electronics announces
its first electronics and science
book catalog, a 24 -page compendium of books on subjects of interest to electronics professionals,
hobbyists and experimenters. Con-

Zip

Needed: Service manual for Monsanto pulse generator, model 3000. C.R.
Wells, 2085 Barcelona, Florissant, MO 63033.

Readers' Exchange
v vV

W

For Sale: Heath GR -54 5-band communications receiver, AM plus upper

and lower sideband, 200kHz to 30MHz, 1682kHz crystal lattice IF. Will include shipping, long wire antenna kit and manual. Lakeshore Electronics,
P.O. Box 388, Port Clinton, OH 43452.

For Sale: Complete TV shop with lots of inventory, including 2500 Sams
Photofacts with cabinets; CB, auto radio and TR manuals; two dual -trace
scopes; analyst, sweep aligner, two variable ac supplies, two variable dc
supplies, much other equipment and quantities of tubes, solid-state parts
and literature, $10,000. Paul Ramos, 2008 N. Highland, Amarillo, TX
79107; 806-381-0914.

Wanted: Schematic for B&K television analyst, model 1077B. G. Wilson,
3610 Davis St., Texarkana, TX 75501; 214-792-5896.

For Sale: Heath 10-4235 35MHz dual trace oscilloscope, like new, $500;

Lambkin L109 FM monitor, aligned 5/84, $1,200; Simpson 455 general
purpose oscilloscope, as is, $50; B&K 1476 dual trace scope, $350. Best offer considered. All with 90 -day parts and labor warranty. Will ship c.o.d.
UPS, or send company check. Shipping extra. David Knapp, Northwoods
Electronics & Appliance, P.O. Box 159, Lac du Flambeau, WI 54538,
715-588-3674.

For Sale: 198 new, boxed RCA and ECG tubes in RCA case. Mostly current TV, with some audio. Cost $1,550, sell $775, send s.a.s.e. for list. Also
Hickok No. 230 tube tester, $89; Leader sweep generator, $135; B&K 1248
color bar generator, No. 85; Heathkit 4180 FM deviation meter, $75. All in
good condition, working, with manuals and leads. Gramco Electronics,
Route 2, Box 155, Bogue, KS 67625; 913-839-4333.

For Sale: Heavy duty power supply with five separate outputs, +28 at 8A,
- 28 at 8A, + 15 at 11A, -15 at 4.5A, + 5 at 2A. Good line and load regulation. Make offer. Nick Contos, 5166 104th St. North, St. Petersburg, FL

For Sale: Supertech HV scanner, $375. Douglas H. Hartley, 4609 Brandi
Way, Denair, CA 95316.

33708; 813-393-3126.

For Sale: New VTVM, 37 ranges, 11MR input, $160; new Fluke 8020-B,
never used, 1% dc accuracy, 3'/2 -digit noise-free resistance measurement to

For Sale: Western Electronic Cx2 motorized coaxial cable stripper (strips
most popular RG types), includes eight holders and extra blades, mint condition, $325; IN914B diodes, prime grade, new with full leads, 8,000 pieces,

10,000Mí1, $165 plus c.o.d. shipping. Cathy Johnson, 5166 Ridgebend Drive,

Flint, MI 48507.

For Sale: Sencore SG165 stereo signal generator, complete. Includes
leads, manual and shipping (in contiguous 48 states) for $750 certified
:heck. J.C. Nissen, 930 Santa Victoria St., Hemet, CA 92343; 714-6.52-0450.

$225; S0239, new, 1,000 pieces, $225; PL -259 crimp style, new, 600 pieces,
$150. Multi-Tek Electronics, 1430 W. Congress St., Box 25, Allentown,
PA 18105; 215-433-6942.

Wanted: Sams Photofacts in good condition -1620 to 1703 and 1788 to
present. Douglas A. Jenree, RD 4, Box 82, Cameron, WV 26033;
304-686-2860.

Wanted: Tektronix scope, type 514AD, in good working condition. Grandison TV Service, 79 E. 35th St., Paterson, NJ 07514; 201-279-4095.
Wanted: Ampex AG440 or AG440C with 2- or 4-track head nest and 2- or
4-track play/record electronics. Teac 3340S, Revox B77MK11, Revox
A700, Sony TC850, Tascam series -70 2- or 4 -track, 501 or 701 electronics.
Please send condition and asking price. John Landreth, 3 Meadow Court,
Champaign, IL 61821; 217-359-8762.

For Sale: New RCA model WO-535A scope and new TV analyst model

Wanted: Used tuner for Zenith color TV chassis 23HC45, tuner No.
175-5048; also, 1.5 cap at 150V orange drop. Hornick Radio & TV, 4366
Eastport Drive, Bridgeport, MI 48722; 517-777-2494.

For Sale: RCA W091A scope, operating condition, $100; Telequipment
(subsidiary of Tektronix) D52 dual trace scope, working except for l0X
multipler, $125. Service manuals included. Charles D. Pierce, Route 4, Box
255, Enterprise, AL 36330.

1077-B, $300 for both. Will include old Sams Photofacts and P.F.
Reporters. Postage not included. George Otto, 1045 Magnolia Ave., Beaumont, TX 77701; 409-835-1286.

Schematic for Sorensen regulated power supply model
QSA28-2.0, and any other information available for a reasonable price.
Shannon Sellers, 1290 Oak Grove Road, Birmingham, AL 35209.

Wanted: Two Sylvania hospital TVs, model HTC5W4 for parts, including
repairable tuners. East Texas Electronics, P.O. Box 55, Center, TX 75935;

Wanted: Good used or new b&w picture tube for Symphonic model
TPS-5011 or TPS-30, manufacturer's part No. AP12598D (C6407). Also
need cabinet, front assembly only, for Sony model KV1512. Allen TV, 606
Patterson Ave., Willow Grove, PA 19090.

409-598-4173.

Free: Retiree's 10 -year collection of ES&T and Tekfax. Will ship UPS collect. Marshall Reddin, P.O. Box 176, Fowlkes, TN 38033; 901-285-8607.
Wanted: Symcures, Vol. 1 (out -of-print). Please contact C. Dean Townley,
Dean's Electronics, 6085 Biscayne Drive, Forest Park, GA 30050.

For Sale: Rider's manuals, PA Vol. 1, Radio Abridged Vols. 1 through 22
and TV Vols. 1 through 20. August B. Dellwo TV, 634 W. 2nd Ave.,
Shakopee, MN 55379; 612-445-2789.

Needed: Any kind of information on old Farnworth floor model radio,
AC90; old Normende Electra C table-top radio, S138-11605 4 -tube
AM/FM/SW1/SW2 (made in West Germany); old Imperial radio, 8958/40,
1943/3506 (Germany). Dennis Hoey, 32 Elbow Lane, Lansdale, PA 19446.
Wanted: Digital scanning receiver, covering AM/FM/SW/LW bands with
BFO; crystalless scanner with full coverage, including aircraft band; NC 8
power supply and LCC 8 leather carrying case for Yaesu Ft 208R, 2 -meter
Handi-Talkee; antenna tuner, 100W to 200W, 2.0 to 30MHz, balanced and
unbalanced outputs, wide range; bandswitch for Panasonic RF -2800,
AM/FM/SW portable receiver; meter movement number is ME -23.

For Sale: Capacitor analyst, B&K model 801, manual and leads, good condition, $40. Send s.a.s.e. Mike Adams, Able TV & Electronics, 6333
Highway 2321. Panama City, FL 32404; 904-785-7824.
Needed: Service literature for Sony transceiver, model CB107W.
Photocopy acceptable. Tom Winters. Majic Enterprise. 121 S. Canyon
Blvd.. John Day, OR 97845.

For Sale: TV test equipment with probes, accessories manuals-Sylvania
CK3000 test jig with RCA and Zenith adapters; RCA 515A Master ChroBar generator; RCA WT -333A CR III picture tube tester; RCA WO -527A
(VIZ) 15MHz do scope; RCA caddy with 122 RCA/Zenith tube types;
3-output adjustable Pos/Neg bias clamp, OV to 20V; 23 RCA and Zenith

TV/Audio/VCR service manuals. Send s.a.s.e. for details and package deal.
Lakeshore Electronics, P.O. Box 388, Port Clinton, OH 43452.

Wanted:

Wanted: Deflection yoke for Sharp television model C1551, yoke No.
89-2729-00, CRT No. 420avb22 (CRT is in serviceable conidition). Bill
Hale, Hale's TV Repair, 3401 Mark Allen Drive, Modesto, CA 95350;
209-522-7171.

Wanted: Troubleshooting literature and books concerning televisions,
mid -70s to present. Also: back copies of Radio Electronics magazine; a
sine -wave coil for RCA CTC53 television; flyback for Sanyo 21T68A. P.
Valer, 428 W. Roosevelt Blvd., Philadelphia, PA 19120.

For Sale: Zenith UHF TV converter, model SSAVII, $110. R. Stigney,
8400 Eastwood Road, Minneapolis, MN 55432.

For Sale: Parts for Pioneer CTF 1000 (unused) - head block assembly E/RP
part No. RXA 910, $30; guides (7) RNK 870, $5; pinch roller assembly,
RXA 910 (2), $5 pair. Wanted: Servicing information or schematic of H.H.
Scott Stereo Master 380 AM/FM receiver, SR No. 268013. University of
Minnesota Technical College, Waseca Library (Learning Resources), A/V
Dept.. Waseca, MN 56093; 507-835-1000, ext. 295, ask for Joe.

For Sale: Sams Photofact folders, 176 assorted 213 to 1,000, 2 -drawer
wooden file cabinet included, $150 for all; also, 923 tubes (565 boxed, new,
358 boxed, used), three tube caddies included, $150. John R. Zanath, 1809
Grant St.. Aliquippa, PA 15001; 412-375-5223.

Needed: Tube chart or information on a drug store tube checker, made by
Reliable Electronics, Philadelphia 44, PA, model 40. James Michalski, clo
Advanced Stereo Repair, 515 LaSalle Ave., Buffalo, NY 14215;
716-835-1881.

For Sale: Sencore VA48 video analyzer, excellent condition, all probes,
manuals and accessories included, $600. Frank Ward. Route 2, Box 406,
Woodville, MS 39669; 601-888-4986.

For Sale: Sencore VA48, like new, $950. Wes
Drive. Eureka, Ca 95501; 707-443-6820.
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Introduction to microcomputer troubleshooting,
part 2 -In his second installment of this 3 -part
series, Bud Izen presents a logical, step-by-step
guide designed to help isolate the malfunctioning system component, then offers pointers on
troubleshooting the failed unit.

DECEMBER

Servicing color video cameras -Video cameras
are new in the home electronics equipment inventory. Increasing numbers of people are buying them; sooner or later these cameras will require servicing. This first article in a series of
three by Neil Heller answers basic questions: 1.
need to
What knowledge and equipment do
service video cameras? 2. What's inside the
video camera, anyway? 3. How does it work?
I

Diagnosing and correcting shutdown probcompletely dead color TV receiver may
lems
present a difficult troubleshooting problem. Is
the problem a defective horizontal -sweep system, a malfunction outside the start-up circuit or
of the start-up circuit? Or did it start, then shut
down? Author Homer Davidson helps track down
the cause of a dead set.

-A

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 75
cents per word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by payment to insure publications.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.

Minimum classified charge is $15.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding
(blind ads), there is an additional charge of $25.00 per
insertion to cover department number, processing of
replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or
distributor.

FOR SALE

TV TROUBLE ANALYSIS TIPS. Over 300 symptoms/
remedies by circuit area; tough ones over the years.
Save time and money. Send $12.50 to CHAN TV, 8151
1-85-tfn
Grandview Rd., Chanhassen, MN 55317.

cabinets, tubes,
SAM's PHOTOFACTS-211-2011,
ECG semiconductors, and other accessories. Must
sell, best offer. Call 404-874-0383. After 6 pm
10-85-2t
404-344-3301.

SONY -PANASONIC -RCA -ZENITH EXACT REPLACEMENT PARTS -SONY PARTS AND TRINITRON SPECIALISTS. LARGE INVENTORIES. CALL
516-678-1700 OR WRITE WITH PART NEEDED.
GREEN-TELE:RADIO, 172 SUNRISE HIGHWAY,
1-85-tf n
ROCKVILLE CENTER, NY 11570.

SENCORE DVM 38, Digital V.O.A. Meter FC -45 Frequency counter, SG165 AM-FM Stereo Analyzer, VA48
Video Analyzer, Eico 369 Marker Sweep Gen., Goner

MAKE TELEPHONE answering machine servicing
simple & professional. Without tying up your phone
lines, our ring simulator will activate any machine on
the market. You can hear the outgoing message, give
your message, and also have the availability to check
machines that have remote capability. Send your
check for $85.00 made payable to PSI, INC, to cover
cost of machine shipping and handling or call (201)
845-6669. PSI, Inc. is located at: 34, Route 17 North,
4-84-tf n
Paramus, New Jersey 07652.
HOW TO START a small electronics shop at home.
Make extra money. Build as large as you want. How to
get business, manage the shop, calculate profit. Tax
tips. $12.95 plus $2 P & H. WOMACK, Box 1651
8-85-4t
Melbourne, FIa. 32902.

INDIVIDUAL PHOTOFACT FOLDERS (Not sets) #1 to
#1400. $3.00 first-class postpaid. Loeb, 414 Chestnut
8-85-51
Lane, East Meadow, NY 11554.
FOR SALE: Sams Photofacts. Back to #4 thru #1884
many missing -also many TR's & AR's. CHAN TV, Box
10-85-2t
222, Chanhassen, MN 55317.

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts.
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc.,
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881-9600.
National (800) 223-8314, NY State (800) 446-4430.

TUBES -Radio, TV & Industrial
Types Huge Inventory. CALL TOOL FREE (800)
221-5802 or Write Box ESC TRANSLETERONIC, INC.,
1365 39th St., Brookyln, NY 11218; (718) 633-2800.
ELECTRON

-

BOOTLEGGERS BIBLE for CB Modification $12.95, CB
Radio Repair $10.95. Linear Amplifier Planbook
$14.95, kits, etc. Catalog $1.00 refundable-APS, P06
12-84-tf n
263 Newport, R.I.02840 401-846-5627.

SCRAMBLED TELEVISION, encoding/decoding. New
book. Theory/circuits, $9.95 plus $1 shipping. Workshop, Box 393ES, Dept. E, Bethpage, NY 11714.
1-85-tfn

Electronic Servicing & Technology

Scope Mod. 250, advance schools incl. R.F. Signal
Gen. with all probes, books & acc. (All work good). Call
Dick after 4:30 CST at 1-417-532-3857, Rt. 6, Box 47C,
11-85-1t
Lebanon, MO 65536.
COLOR T.V. REPAIRS, Over 3,000 tips on 31 brands.
116 page manual. Send $21.00. A.F. Fernandez, Box
11-85.11
546110, Surf side, Florida 33154.

CB RADIO-TV SHOP CLOSING: Test Equipment, Supplies, Parts, CB radios-SSB-Mobiles, Cobra 148GTL,
President Grants, Uniden Jackson, Cobra 29 -Gold
plated, CB Sams photofacts manuals #14295; TV
modules, tubes, parts. Call and leave message or send
SASE for list. Vio Veselka (305) 298-4107, 3212 Cholla
11-85-1t
Way, Orlando, FL 32808.

HELP WANTED
CAMERA -VIDEO Technicians needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians
who are expert with consumer and/or industrial
cameras and VCR's. Training by manufacturers such
as Sony, Hitachi, Panasonic, etc., are necessary for
job experience. Come to sunny Florida and enjoy your
work & leisure time. Write or call ATLANTIC ELECTRONICS INC., 1881 NE 26 St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33305. (305) 564-827410 AM to 6:30 PM. Ask for Dave or
8-85-tf n
Joe.

10-85-3t

1-85-tfn
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What do you know about electronics? -Radio receivers and logic buses. In this installment,
Sam Wilson reviews some of the circuits used to
tune in commercial radio broadcasts, and makes
sense out of interconnecting digital circuits.

PICTURE FLYER LISTS quality electronic surplus
parts at low prices. Since 1970. Send for the last 3
issues now. Star-Tronics, Box 683, McMinnville, OR
TV TROUBLESHOOTING: Over 70 illustrated prob-

lems -solutions of difficult repairs. Also, 12 steps to
easier TV repair. Send $12.00 to Jones, 407 Morning 7-85-6t
bird Court, N icevi le, Florida 32578.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

10-85-3t

97128.

I

ELECTRONICS COMPANY -ARIZONA. Installation,
servicing, sales and leasing of TV, Satellite and
Telephone systems. Largest in southwest. Estimated
gross 1985 1.7M. 602-622-2000 Moran & Associates,
Inc., Business Brokers.
10-85-21

ATTENTION

Bus. Opportunity (Cont.)
DESIGNERS, INVENTORS, and ElectroHobbists we offer you our Complete Home Robot
Designs. Exclusively from Cad Design Services. For
your manual, and listings of other current designs,
send a check or money order for $5.00 to: CAD Design
11-85-1t
Services, P.O. Box 1192, Jackson, MI 49204.
SELF

TV SALES & SERVICE in booming central Florida. Just
45 minutes from Disney World. Excellent location,
1800 sq. ft. modern building. Everything goes. Building
can be rented, leased or purchased. Partners retiring
after 29 years in same location. Seminole TV Sales &
Service, 2600 Sanford Ave., Sanford, Florida 32771,
11-85-1t
Phone 305-322-4920.

ORLANDO-FLORIDA TV SERVICE and rental
business. Rapidly growing community minutes from
Disney and other attractions. Enjoy your work and
leisure time year round. One man operation. Will do
over $30,000, net. $24,000 takes all. Write: Florida Opportunity, P.O. Box 14285, Orlando, Florida 32857.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

Advertisers'
Index

TECHNICIANS: Improve your productivity,
receive our computer compiled listing of HOT!!! VCR
TECH TIPS. Send $5.95 to "COTTON', 1503 12th St. Dr.
11-85-1t
W., Palmetto, F1.33561.

Page

A.F. Publishing Co

12

25
Allied Electronics
Production
Automated
57
Equipment Corp
Beckman Industrial

20
15
11

23
28

Bachelor's, Master's, Doctorate, Prestigious faculty
counsels for independent study and life experience
credits. Free information -Richard Crews, M.D. (Harvard), President, Columbia Pacific University, 1415
Third St., Dept. 2B80, San Rafael, CA 194901; Toll
Free -800/227-0119; California: 800/552-5522; or

Consolidated
Electronics Inc.
Cooks Inst. Elec.
Engrg.
Dandy Mfg. Co
Diehl Engineering
Diehl

13
16

1,2

19

5,6
7,8
9

25
10

DANDYDAPTER""
PATENTED CRT ADAPTER-Don't buy another socket for your
CRT Tester! This is the Only way you can win the Socket
War! Guaranteed to fit your tester & allow
you to test/clean/restore ANY Color.
B/W. Projection, Scope or Camera CRTs.
Visa/M-Card. Checks, CODs. New Low
Price $59.95 (We pay UPS) 1(800)
331-9658 DANDY ELECTRONICS, 2323
GIBSON. MUSKOGEE, OK 74403.

Circle (28) on Reply Card
NEW IDEAS FOR THE
HOBBYIST IN A UNIQUE
MAGAZINE/N EWSLETTER
FORMAT. FREE DETAILS.

AF PUBLISHING
Dept. S11, PO Box 524
So. Hadley, MA 01075

14,21

Circle (24) on Reply Card

47

25

7,000 ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS & PRODUCTS...
CALL TOLL FREE
,Zs 1-800-242-9553

1-800-558-9572

LPHH

63

...8-9

r-1,

Fordham Radio
37
Supply Co
49
Jensen Tools Inc.
Leader Instrument
IBC
Corp.
NATESA
60
NESDA
59
57
Optima Electronics
11
Philips ECG
11
Philips ECG
11
Philips ECG
Projector Recorder
63
Belt Corp.
21
PTS Corp.
Howard W. Sams & Co.

3,4
27
24
26
18
17

1,41

Sencore, Inc.
Sperry Tech, Inc
Unity Electronics
Visar International
Inc
Viz Test Equipment
Wahl Clipper Corp.
Zenith

BC
63
63
63
53

49

IFC

11.A

L

PROJECTOR RECORDER BELT
200 Clay Street Whitewater, WI 53190
TLx 4994411 PRBUSA

Circle (25) on Reply Card

ATTENTION
TECHNICIANS

$

60

Inc.

E

PERSONALIZED 24 -HOUR
SERVICE ON OVER

63

ETA

Postcards
For
Quick
Response.

Unity Electronics Dept.

P.O. Box 213, Elizabeth, N.J. 07206

Engineering ...8A -8B
Diehl
Engineering .16A -16B
17
Diehl Engineering

10-85-3t

Use
ES&T

trial, radio/TV types. LOWEST
PRICES. Major brands in stock.

63

Corp.

MILLION TUBES

Includes all current, obsolete, antique, hard -to -find
receiving, transmitting indus-

Number

22

UNIVERSITY DEGREES! Economical home study for

415/459-1650.

P.O. BOX 20345, JACKSON, MS 39209

7

Reader
Service
Number

VCR

EDUC.-INSTRUCTION

FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE!

Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering

Circle (23) on Reply Card

11-85-1t

UNUSUAL ELECTRONICS and electro mechanic service shop in San Francisco. Includes beautiful small
living space. $50,000. For details call (415) 282-1155.
11-85-1t

Highly Effective Home Study BSEE Degree Program for Experienced Electronic Technicians
Our New Advanced Placement Program grants
Credit for previous Schooling & Professional Experience. Advance Rapidly! Our 40th Year!

DD

My
man shop grossed `2.500 monthly until
now gross
adopted the ECS SUCCESS PLAN.
'250.000 yearly on service only and have 5 techs
Ill ray new 14.000 sq. It shop. The best port is
only work 40 hours a week.
THE ECS SUCCESS PLAN is The Best Investment
ve Ever Made.
Richard Duran
Electronics Shop Owner Ter
I

1

I

I

I

rrts

lb-

ELECTRONICS SERVICE CONSULTANTS

"WE OBAOANTEE
FREE INFO

ROO CAN

ON

SUCCEER"

C.B.S. ONDEOS

9
+

214-657-1328 (24 HRS.)
A DIV. OF VISAR INTERNATIONAL INC.

Circle (26) on Reply Card

NEW!..

5th edition
The new 5th edition
of Tech's Guide to
Pricing is a step by
step succession of

TV VCR's Discs
*Cameras *Digital
Audio TYRO'&

Computers
Telephone products
+ much more

progressive pricing
tiers by product
category... a totally new concept, a
formula that guarantees success..

FREE with order.. 36 page
booklet. .filled with ideas.
answers to questions
you won't find in any
other publication!
For details call

1.800.228.4338
Mon/Fri 8/5 C.S.T.

You won't be disappointed!

Circle (27) on Reply Card
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Exclusive Offer
for Microprocessor Based
Equipment Servicing MANAGERS
...and key technical personnel
you manage a facility which services computers, word processors, health care equipment or any other equipment which is microprocessor based, you can receive FREE a
new magazine written exclusively with your management interests in mind.
If

Introducing...

icroservice
Management
With MSM, you receive in-depth, useable management information to help you run your
business for maximum profit and efficiency. And updates on the newest equipment and
technologies presented with a management perspective, to help you determine which
products will work best for you and your technical staff.

Typical articles and topics covered in MSM include:
New Products
New Literature

Pricing Strategy

Business/Service Management
Marketing Strategy & Techniques
Personnel Management/Employee

Successful Business Case Studies
Technology Updates for Managers

Association/Industry News

Training

management in the
it's
FREE to all
industry.
And
absolutely
servicing
based
equipment
microprocessor
personnel.
qualified microservicing facility managers and key technical
MSM is the only international magazine which directly serves

To receive your free
subscription to
Microservice
Management, simply

complete and return
the coupon
We'll promptly mail
you a subscription
order form.

r
YES!
Mail to:

Send my free subscription form for Microservice Management

Jane Powell, Subscription Department
MSM

P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212

.

Name
Company
Address
City

Equipment Serviced

/
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Title

State

Zip

The people who gaveyou the
Video Service Standard of the 70's.
Now Introduce the all new standard
for the 80's-MODEL VA62.
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Cut your video service time in half
The Sencore VA48 TV Analyzer,
introduced in 1976, quickly became
the industry standard for video service. It is now used by more than
22,000 technicians nationwide who
have averaged an overall 54°/D
reduction in service time, according
to a recent survey of VA48 owners.
But Times Change: Today's video
circuits include projection TV, 4 -head
VCRs, SAW filters, comb filters, integrated flybacks, cable -ready tuners,

Please send complete VA62 details:

Name
Address -

City
State
Phone

-

(Mail to Sencore, 3200 Sencore Drive,
Sioux Falls, SD 57107)

and many more circuits you just
can't service effectively with the
VA48. That's why we now have the
VA62-the only video analyzer that
equips you for all of these new video

circuits-and then some.
In a Nutshell: Here's what makes
the VA62 unique:
It's a TV analyzer-Fully updated
for the latest circuits.
It's a VCR analyzer-Makes VCR
analyzing a snap (using two inexpensive accessories) ... and it
meets all manufacturers'
requirements.
It's cable -ready Test all the latest
digital tuners.
It has unique patterns --Special
test patterns, plus standard pat-

terns simplify troubleshooting.
It's obsolete proof --It can be
updated as needed for new circuits
or formats ... quickly and
inexpensively.
Guaranteed Results: The VA62
can cut your service time in half on
all video circuits-new and old. We
guarantee it or we'll refund your
money at the end of 30 days.
Update Today: If you're ready to
update your bench to service the new
circuits of the 80's, write or call toll free today for a complete color
brochure.

TOLL-FREE 1-800-843-3338
In Canada Toll -Free 1-800-665-4871

South Dakota, Alaska, and Hawaii call
collect at 605-339-0100.
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"I'll tell you what it takes
to succeed inVTR repair service!'
"It takes know-how, and the
right equipment to do the job.
You obviously have the knowhow, or you wouldn't be reading
this magazine. The equipment?
The same brand that factories
use to build and test sets on
production lines... LEADER!"

You need professional
test equipment for a

rofessional repair job.

eader Gives you test signal
sources for every conceivable
video and audio application reliable and easy -to -use
iinstrumentaton that keeps you
right on track. Audio sine/square
wave generators cover to Hz to 1
MHz with low distortion.
To see what you're getting,
Leader's LBO -517 50 MHz
dual -trace oscilloscope is a natural.
Put the input to a circuit on one
trace, the output on the other, and
actually see where distortion

Two-year warranty.
Evaluation units.

occurs, how much, and when it's
corrected! You'll find more features
on this oscilloscope than on many
others regardless of price or
manufacturer's claims. Or choose
from a dozen other models.
The Leader frequency counterin a rugged metal housing-can be
used tc adjust chroma frequency
and vertical or horizontal synch
circuits. Leader's large, bright
fluorescent displays are easy to
read. To round out your test bench,
you'll need a wow and flutter
meter, mirror -backed scale ap
voltmeter, and a good quality field
strength meter...all from Leader.

A history of high reliability permits
Leader to provide a generous twoyear warranty... backed by factory
service depots on the East and
West Coasts. A free. trial use of
Leader instruments is available to
al! qualified companies.
Call toll -free (800) 645-5104
to request: an evaluation unit, our
full -line catalog, the name of your
nearest "select" distributor and
additional information about how
you can succeed in VTR Service.

With Leader, you've got.

For VTR professional

...to do the job right and build a
reputation as t -e person to see

who
know
the
difference.

when problems develop. With
Leader on your test bench. there's
no limit to the jobs you can
tackle, the service you
offer...or the extent of
your potential income.

380 Oser Avenue

Hauppauge. N.Y. 11788 (516) 231-6900
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Los Angeles, Dallas.

e.

)

Photograph of
test bench taken
at Orien-Tech, Inc.
a factory authorized
service center.
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